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New building
to be named
for Olscamp

So - what was I thinking?

by Lawrence Hinnan
News staff writer

The University Board of Trustees on Friday approved a motion to
name the new classroom building Paul J. Olscamp Hall.
John Mahaney, president of the Board of Trustees, had proposed at
an earlier meeting that the new building should be named after the
president. Olscamp will leave his position as University president in
1995.
At Friday's meeting at the Firelands campus, Mahaney said that
honoring Olscamp with the building would be a fitting tribute for all
he has accomplished as president during the last decade.
"Paul Olscamp has been instrumental in creating an environment
for excellence on this campus," Mahaney said. "Students, faculty and
staff now have access to state-of-the art computing and library resources, an updated and new building and an improved building and
facilities in which to work.
"President Olscamp was also instrumental in the process of approval and planning for this new classroom building," he added.
Olscamp said he was proud and delighted to receive the recognition
from the board.
"This is probably the greatest honor of my life aside from getting
this Job," Olscamp said "I'm looking forward to teaching in that
building myself. I'll try to live up to this honor in the remaining time
I'm here."
In other business, the board also approved several resolutions at
the meeting. Among them were the proposed 1994-95 Miscellaneous
Auxiliary Budget and an allocation of $75,000 for improvement
projects on the University campus. A proposed project with Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. was approved for the purpose of installing gas
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BG 24 News sports anchor James Ryan sits in all 30,599 seats of I When asked, Ryan said, "I didn't think there would be so many
Doyt L. Perry Stadium Friday afternoon after losing a bet on the scats." Ryan finished the sit-in late Saturday night.
NCAA championship to fellow News anchor Andrea Pacione.

See TRUSTEES, page three.

Kurds uncertain Fighting abates in Rwanda
of their future

Doctors claim soldiers slaughtered patients in hospital beds

by Katirina Bjarvall
The Associated Press

by Paulina Jellnek
The Associated Press

ERBIL, Iraq ~ Abdullah Goran's stone house in Kurdish northern
Iraq needs repairs, but he doesn't fix it even though he has plenty of
money.
"What's the use?" he said. "Saddam Hussein might come back one
day."
The 60-year-old landowner, clad traditionally In a red-and-whlte
turban and baggy pants, sat before a dank, mildewed wall hung with
framed photographs of himself and his friends. The roof leaked and
strips of peeling white paint dangled from the ceiling.
Less than a mile away, across the green flat lands of northern Iraq,
Saddam's troops are dug in with tanks and artillery along the 36th
parallel, the southern boundary of the self-governing Kurdish enclave. The boundary Is a constant affront to the Iraqi leader, whose
forces have killed thousands of Kurds in his 20-year effort to crush
them.
Many of the estimated 3 million Kurds in the enclave are as uncertain of the future as Goran, even as they build a new state after half a
century of fighting for a homeland.
Goran is afraid to take his several Swedish tractors onto land near
the line. Twice, he has abandoned his home In the town of Bardaresh
because of Saddam's scorched-earth campaigns against the Kurds.
The U.S.-led Gulf War allies established the enclave as a haven for
the Kurds to keep Saddam from taking revenge on them for their uprising after Iraq's 1991 Gulf War defeat.
The zone Is protected by allied warplanes based In Turkey and
helped by $150 million in U.N. aid. But it is a precarious existence
under constant threat from Saddam, known here simply as The Beast.

KIGALI. Rwanda - Fires
burned on the outskirts of the
devastated capital of Rwanda
and hundreds looted aid warehouses Sunday as fighting abated
after three days of savage chaos.
At a hospital in Kigali, doctors
claimed, soldiers slaughtered
patients in their beds.
Relief officials estimate as
many as 10,000 people have been
killed in Kigali alone. The fighting - the result of a decades-old
struggle between the Hutu and
Tutsi ethnic groups - has forced
hundreds of Europeans and
Americans to flee the country,
many for neighboring Burundi.
Foreigners were leaving by air
from Kigali airport or by convoy
to Bujumbura, Burundi's capital.
Secretary of State Warren
Christopher said Sunday on
NBC's "Meet the Press" that
most Americans had left and "as
far as we know, there are no
Americans who are unsafe."
About 250 Americans, mostly
missionaries and aid workers,
were in Rwanda.
In Kigali, Eric Bertin, a coordinator for the French Doctors

In recent days, Saddam has reinforced his northern army to an estimated strength of 100,000, including at least one division of his elite
Republican Guard.
Although officials In Baghdad describe the military movements as
mere training exercises, the Kurdish chief of security, Karim Sanjari, said, "We believe Saddam wants to move against us, but we don't
know when."
"Many people have already packed their bags and are ready to run
if anything happens," said Hoshyar Zebari, a senior official of the
Kurdistan Democratic Party.
Increasingly, the enclave Is coming to resemble an independent
state, with a 15-member government and a 105-seat parliament
elected in 1992.
About 20 million Kurds, a people of Indo-European origin, are
spread across Iraq, Iran, Turkey and Syria Half a million still are
under Baghdad's control, but the rest of Iraq's Kurds lie in the
19.300 square-m ile enclave.
David Phillips, president of the U.S. Congressional Human Rights
Foundation, reported after a recent visit "Democratic institutions
have taken root... but without a continued commitment from the international community, Saddam is poised to launch new attacks."
The Kurds, about one-fifth of Iraq's population, know they are vulSee KURDS, page three.
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Without Borders, said when he
and colleagues arrived at a hospital Sunday, they found patients
they had treated the day before
had been killed by soldiers overnight
Many were in beds In tents set
up around the hospital, he said.
"We have decided it Is no use to
work here anymore," Bertin said
"It is useless to cure someone
who is going to be killed anyway.
They were just lying in their
tents dead."
It was not immediately known
how many were killed at the hospital.
Elsewhere in the city, bodies
were strewn in the streets. Fighting had raged since the presidents of Rwanda and Burundi Juvenal Habyarimana and Cyprian Ntary am Ira - died in a suspicious plane crash on Wednesday on return from a conference
in Tanzania aimed at ending ethnic strife In their countries.
The Rwandan government said
the plane was shot down by unidentified attackers. U.N. officials were prevented from going
to the crash site.
In the rampage that followed,
residents were dragged from
their homes and shot to death or

hacked to pieces. The acting
prime minister was slain as she
sought refuge. Aid workers,
priests and nuns were targeted in
the massacres.
Outside the capital, fighting
has pitted the Hutu-dominated
army and the mostly Tutsi
Rwandan Patriotic Front The
two sides reportedly agreed to a
cease-fire on Sunday, but its effectiveness was in doubt
"Both parties reached an
agreement on a cease-fire and
apart from some sporadic gunfire, it seems to be respected,"
Col Luc Marchal of the Belgian
U.N. contingent In Kigali told
Belgian television network
RTBF.
But just hours later, France-2
television broadcast comments
from RPF leader Theogene Rudaslngwa, who said "We have
little option" but to continue advancing toward Kigali.
Foreigners continued leaving
the capital Sunday, carrying
whatever they could gather. One
man toted a tennis racket another held a thermos bottle.
French soldiers were In control
of the Kigali airport. By Sunday
evening, 525 of the 600 French
citizens in Rwanda had left

Four Belgian planes and 250
paratroopers arrived In the capital to assist in the evacuation, and
about 330 U.S. Marines were in
Burundi. The Americans took
evacuees to Nairobi, Kenya,
aboard four C- 130s and two C 141
transports.

Chaos in
Rwanda
/About 10,000 people are
believed lobe dead. Some were
killed while they were in hospital
beds.
/ The violence is related to a
decades-old struggle between the
Hutu and Tutsi ethnic groups.
</ Most of the 250 Americans
who were in Rwanda have left.
Belgian Defense Minister Leo
Delcrolx said the 900 Belgians
could be taken out of Kigali
within four days, but it may take
10 days or longer to evacuate the
600 Belgians living outside the
capital.

Locations of Ohio businesses studied
Many recipients of "minority set aside" contracts in white neighborhoods
by Jimet Hannah
The Associated Press

Many Ohio businesses that win
contracts from a federal minority program sit In white-majority
neighborhoods, but the owners
say it's for good business reasons
and does not reduce economic
opportunities for minorities.
According to a computer
analysis by The Associated
Press, of 132 Ohio companies that
received "minority set aside"

Recent worries about rising Inflation may be unfounded, according to some
economists.

contracts from the Small Busi- largest contracts was Modern
ness Administration between Technologies Corp., of Dayton,
1988 and 1993, only 30 percent with SO contracts valued at $98
were located In black-majority million.
Modern Technologies was folneighborhoods.
In addition, the companies In lowed by RP International Techblack-majority neighborhoods nologies Inc. of Lincoln Heights
got only 18 percent of the $642 in the Cincinnati area, $37 million; Johnson Energy Co. of Mormillion in contracts.
The analysis was performed by aine, $28 million; Ozanne Conusing companies' zip codes and struction Co of Cleveland, $25
comparing them with population million; and Wise Construction
Co. of Dayton, $25 million.
Information in the 1990 census.
According to the analysis.
The company winning the

This is B-CLAD week to
promote awareness of gay,
lesbian and bisexual issues
among students.
* Page 4.

v Page 6.
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Bowling Green's Scott
Thompson broke a 22 yearold record In the 110-meter
high hurdles.
•■Page 9.

every company except Wise was
located in a white-majority area.
However, Norman Robinson,
president of RP International,
said Lincoln Heights Is 95 percent minority. He said he cannot
understand how the company
could be considered to be in a
white-majority area.
RP makes calibration equipment for the military and employs about 30 workers. About
See MINORITIES, page three.

Today, partly cloudy with
a high of SO to 55. East
winds 10 to 15 mph. Tonight, cloudy with a 50 percent chance of showers.
Low near 40.
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Silent moment
is best solution
Another conflict in the battle about school prayer
was settled Friday, this time in Mississippi.
Gov. Kirk Fordice signed a bill allowing prayer in
public schools, providing it was initiated by a student
This bill, which was introduced after a high school
principal was suspended for allowing students to
read prayers over the intercom, expands on a state
law which allows voluntary prayer.
The bill also relates to the 1992 Fifth Circuit Court
of Appeals decision which held that voluntary, student-led and student-initiated prayers are constitutional.
That decision two years ago opposed the 1964 U.S.
Supreme Court decision that stated that school
prayer is unconstitutional.
We at The News believe that those who do not want
to participate in public prayer do not have to. Yet,
why should these people even have to listen to it if it
is not something they believe?
There are many ways people can pray and worship. While we acknowledge that school prayer often
exists at school events including graduation, we
think a moment of silence or a thought for the day
that does not have any sort of religious connotation
would be better at these events, as well as over the
intercom.
That way, the people who want to pray can pray in
the way they choose, with the words they want to use,
as well as pray to the god of their choice.
In the same way, those who do not want to pray can
reflect on what is important to them, whether it be
family, friends or other interest.
While we do not believe the Mississippi principal
should have been suspended, we also do not agree
with the bill that says prayer is permissible providing it is student-led. Either way, it is a person combining church and state, making it awkward for people who may not agree with or believe in the prayer.
Prayer is something sacred, beautiful and helpful
for those who believe in its power. For those that
don't believe, it is only awkward and frustrating because they have to hear it
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Justifying the punishment
Cruel punishment vs. Justifiable Punishment: A topic of much
debate.
The Issue of crime Is receiving
a lot of attention, and many are
searching for ways to deal with
the ever growing epidemic. Congress is submitting proposals in
their own futile effort to halt the
flow of crime. Every citizen is
angry and they are screaming for
something to be done. We hear a
lot of rhetoric, but not much is
being accomplished.
Michael Fay, native of Dayton,
is to receive six lashes with a rattan cane for spray-painting and
throwing eggs, bricks and flower
pots at 18 cars and stealing some
"No Smoking" signs. Many are
crying foul and saying the punishment is unjust. President Clinton and George Fay, Michael
Fay's father, are seeking clemency for Michael Fay. While
some are advocating a more lenient punishment, a lot more
aren't so merciful towards Michael Fay.
According to USA Today, more
than 100 letters and 200 phone
calls were received by the Singapore Embassy supporting the
Singapore government and telling them to go ahead with the
punishment. Some of the letters
were quoted as saying, "Hold the
line — don't give in," and another
said, "Punish hooligans and enjoy
the benefits of a safe, clean society I " Michael Fay's hometown
newspaper. The Dayton Daily
News, has also received numerous letters supporting the
flogging. The overall consensus
Is that many support the punishment, and the criminal should get
punished.
The punishment la justifiable
for the crime and Michael Fay

Rick
Hackbarth
deserves to be flogged. You don't
destroy 18 cars and Just get a
slap on the wrist. Singapore's
crime rate Is minlscide compared to the crime rate In the
United States. The U.S. should
begin to look at other countries
with low crime rates, and learn
from them. The crime statistics
In this country are getting out of
control, and virtually no one la
safe. Michael Fay may not be
able to alt down for about two
weeks, but on the other hand he
most likely wont be vandalizing
cars again. Another thing many
are forgetting to consider Is that
Michael Fay has lived In Singapore for some time now, therefore he should know that the
Singpore government doesn't
treat criminals lightly.
The United States has to stop
being a bunch of liberal patsies,
and begin to deal with criminals
harshly. People deserve the right
to feel safe when they walk down
the streets, and not worry about
being robbed, mugged or raped.
There are many forms of punishment which justify the crime
that the criminals commit. It's
time we start Implementing
them, and take back security and
safety from the criminals.

There are three forms of punishment I support which many
find controversial, and they are
currently being debated In many
state and federal bills. They are
Three Strikes and You're Out,"
chemical castration, and the
death penalty. I'd actually prefer
two strikes and you're out, but
you have to make a pill small
enough for liberals to swallow.
It'a amazing that people are
opposed to the "Three Strikes
and You're Out" proposal. How
can anyone consider giving a
criminal more than three
chaises, before they are put
away for good? In a majority of
the cases criminals commit numerous crimes prior to being
convicted for the first one. Yes, I
agree criminals need to be
treated for their problems, but
they shouldn't be granted more
than three chances. "Three
Strikes and You're Out" la a justifiable punishment for criminals
with a lengthy criminal record
Chemical castration Is In a
Florida bill awaiting passage by
the state legislature. Under the
proposal, chemical castration
will be ordered for rapist that
have been convicted twice. When
a man is given chemical cast ration it eliminates his ability to
have an erection, and his sperm
production Is reduced. What's
suprislng to find out is that women's rights organisations and the
American Civil Liberties Union
are opposed to the idea of chemical castration. In their stating
why they oppose it they quote the
eighth amendment, which forbids the government from enacting any cruel or unusuaipunishments. This punishment isn't
cruel, and it Is currently being
used In Denmark, Sweden, Swit-

zerland and Germany. Those
countries have proven the efficiency and humanity of chemical
castration. Chemical castration
can be reversed, so It's not permanent. Knowing it can be reversed makes the punishment
justifiable, not cruel.
The death penalty is something
hard for many to swallow, and it
Is perfectly justifiable for criminals who have committed more
than one murder. It Is def inltly
justifiable for serial murderers
and rapist. The death penalty was
one of the provisions in the Florida crime bill, and It drew less
opposition than chemical castration. Only one committee member tried to get rid of it. Massachusetts Republican Governor
William Weld is trying to reinstate the death penalty in New
England Weld was quoted as say ing, "It's about time violent thugs
started having nightmares of
their own about the death penalty
and life behind bars."
When someone murders another person that person loses all
their constitutional rights to live
like a person who has retained
their rights. I believe In natural
consequences. You reap what
you sow. The natural consequences for someone who has
murdered another person Is the
death penalty.
Natural consequences should
be applied to every criminal,
with the consequences being decided by the jury. Its principles
need to be applied to the most
deviant criminal, and to the criminal who only commits a minor
offense. Each punlahmmt needs
to Justify the crime.
Rick Hackbarth is a weekly
columnist for The BG News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Senators violate
students'
rights
TheBG News:
In an article regarding the resignation of USG cabinet member
Erin DeWerf f, USG President
Jason Jackson was quoted as saying "the [ USG]const itut ion is a
very sacred document to those of
us in USG." It's too bad that the
Constitution of the United States
and the Constitution of the State
of Ohio don't command the same
respect from our honorable senators.
In a USG meeting Monday
night, the Senate voted 23-9
against a bill which would have
requested that unwarranted
room inspections conducted
without probable cause be discontinued. Twenty-three of your
senators voted to endorse a policy that is in direct violation of
the Fourth Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution and Article I,
section 14 of the Constitution of
Ohio.

Twenty-three senators, who
like you have a lethargic attitude
towards vandalism, criminal
are charged with acting in the
mischief and stolen property
best Interest of the students,
voted not to protect the constitu- charges. I hope this isn't the case.
Second, I commend you for retional rights of their constitucognizing the opposition to your
ents. These senators should be
viewpoint. However, I'd like to
ashamed of the contempt that
they have shown for the supreme bring up an idea that many may
feel ashamed to have not thought
laws of our nation and our state.
about before, and I hope people
Jason Sonensheln
are. Singapore administers the
caning punishment to other peoUSG Senator at-large
ple convicted of these same
crimes, but why did America not
become so outspokenly opposed
to caning until one if Its own got
caught breaking the law in another country? I suppose if we
are as Just, as we'd like to think,
then we would have made a case
against Singapore's criminal justice system long before a native
TheBG News:
Ohloan broke the law.
First, I must comment on your
remarks that all Fay did was to
Why dldnt America speak out
be "convicted of criminal misagainst fff«twg before Michael
chief, vandalsim and possession
of a stolen 'No Smoking' sign."
Fay broke the law? Simple... beAnd I suppose other criminals
cause we don' t think about it. We
were "merely" convicted of their haven t cared until it affected us
somehow. We have to have a real,
crimes am well the world over?
All they did was get convicted as tangible reason to apeak out
well, you know... just like Miagainst OMhjsJj and this happwit
chael Fay. My point Is it seems
to be the case. Also, do not forget

Fay's punishment
is just under
Singapore law

that when in another country or
state, you are subject to all laws
of that country or state, and I
find it hard to believe that Fay
went unaware of the possible
punishment of the crimes he
committed, considering he lives
there as a resident of that country. This is why so many Americans say, "Let him have it." He
lives in Singapore, not the Dayton area. He is subject to Singapore law, not that of America.
Finally, this is not a question of
progress in society. It's more of a
"Who should be able to affect the
justice process In other countries
by making its native citizens'
cases?" I don't think any country
has this right, especially America, considering we have the gall
to tramp over so many countries
as it Is with our culture and business elthlcs. Fay moved to Singapore and is not subject to American society while he resides
there.

Kevin R. Myers
av iVemllaaAaa
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The baseball team plays host to the Xavier Musketeers
at 3 p.m. at Steller Field.
The softball team hosts the Miami Redskins in a home
doubleheader at 2 p.m.
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Wednesday
• The BGSU Theatre's One Act Play Festival opens for a
four-day run in 411 South HalL Tonight's playbill
includes "Calm Down Mother" by Megan Terry, "This
Property is Condemned" by Tennessee Williams; "The
Man in the Case" written by Anton Chekov and adapted
for the stage by Wendy Wasserstein; and two plays by
BGSU graduate student Christopher Cotton, "Road
Train" and "Blood of Caravans." Curtain time is 8 p.m.
BGSU's Jazz Week will present Jeff Halsey & Friends
in concert at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital HalL
The softball team hosts Dayton in a doubleheader at 3
p.m.

. JBL*4

Thursday
• The 1962 movie version of "Little Shop of Horrors"
will be shown at 9 p.m. in the Gish Film Theatre.
• The BGSU Jazz Lab Bands, under the direction of
David Melle and Jeff Halsey, will give a free concert at 8
p.m. in Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center.
The event is part of Jazz Week '94.
The BGSU One Act Play Festival will present "Naomi
in the Living Room," "Freezer Burn," and "The Sneeze"
at 8 p.m. in 411 South HalL Admission is $2.
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Friday
"The Eagle," a silent film directed by Clarence Brown,
will be shown at 8 p;.m. in the Gish Film Theatre.
• The softball team hosts the Akron Zips in doubleheader action beginning at 2 p.m.
• The men's tennis team is in action at home against the
Ball State Cardinals beginning at 3 p.m.

AP Pholo/Krvln Karl ram

Bethany I,yon takes a morning walk accompanied by her children I walk through Galveston's historic district is a daily ritual for
Sidney and Noel and four dogs Friday in Galveston, Texas. The | Lyon.
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"Firelands campus Is growContinued from page one.
ing," Williams said."We have
service with service connections small classes and wonderful
along the west side of Dunbridge professors. We're grateful to
Road.
have the Board of Trustees think
This was the yearly Board of so highly of us that they go out of
Trustees meeting that takes their way to have a meeting here.
place at Firelands campus in- I know from other universities
stead of on the Univerity's main that this is highly unusual.
campus. R. Darby Williams, dean
of Firelands campus, thanked the
"It means a lot to us that the
board and Olscamp for their con- board wants us to be better
tinued interest and support in linked to Bowling Green," he
Firelands.
added.

He said he does not believe the
location of the company takes
away from providing economic
half are minorities.
Robinson said he has hired stu- opportunities to minorities.
dents who could not afford to go About 55 percent of his companto college and in that way has y's 100 workers are minorities.
also helped put money back into
"We're in the construction
the community.
He said companies who receive business. We have to go and husthe contracts should try to locate tle work," he said. "I don't know
in minority communities, but what the neighborhood's got to do
that they have to make money.
with it."
"It's hard to blame them for loKaren Conrad, who manages
cating where they have to locate
the Ohio Department of Develto run their business," he said.
Leroy Ozanne, chief executive opment's office for small and deofficer of Ozanne, said his com- veloping businesses, said the
pany moved out of downtown purpose of the SBA program is to
Cleveland in 1986 to a largely in- help the companies and their location has nothing to do with it.
dustrial area with few residents.
"We just found that we were
Conrad said the companies
better off in the neighborhood
close to our banks and where we must apply for aid and be judged
do a lot of bidding with municipal financially disadvantaged, meanand federal offices," Ozanne ing they did not have equal access to markets.
said.

KURDS
Continued from page one.

nerable. There may be allied
warplanes in Turkey, but no allied troops are at hand to support
the 30,000 guerrilla fighters, who
have no heavy weapons.
Massoud Barzani, a Kurdish
leader whose father was the
legendary guerrilla chief Mustafa Barzani, told The Associated
Press: "If the U.N. mandate is lif-

ted, it will mean genocide for the
Kurds. The international community gives us no support.
They've sold weapons to Iraq and
these are being used against us."
"Things are better now because we're free," Ramziyeh
Hassan said as she fed her seven
children a sparse meal of tomatoes, cucumbers and yogurt
mixed with water at her home In
Zakho, near Turkey.

Continued from page one.

STUDENT TRAVEL

1-800-777-0112 —527i
The world's UffMI atudent & youth trawl or««nliallon

JlA InAVtL

Collese of
Musical Arts

April 16th 8 p.m.2
Kobacker Hall •

SDirty Dozen Brass Band!
• Tickets: $12, $10, $8 - $3 BGSU student discount
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Call 2-8171 for ticket information

,

2 Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for other information t

ALL YOU CAN EAT
ITALIAN BUFFET

Monday Night
5:00 - 8:00 PM
1099 S. Main Street
353-5691

Featuring;
6 Varieties of Pizza
Cavatinl Supreme
Salad Bar
Breadsticks
Cinnamon Breadsticks

ALL FOR ONLY $4.99!!!
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PR chapter
presents job
conference

Searching for Uni

ky Mill CM
News staff writer
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Akll Walton, center, makes a point about the negative effects of I Juice" and was part of the First Annual Brotherhood Conference
alcoholism In today's society. The discussion was entitled "Gin n' | sponsored by the Men of African Descent.

B-GLAD week aims

The University Chapter of Public Relation* Student Society of
America baa invited more than 27 universities to participate in a district conference to present various public relation topics.
The PRSSA District Conference will present students with the
different Jobs available in public relations during the morning events
and issues with which public relation practitioners deal during the
afternoon events on Saturday. Professionals In public relation fields
will present the topics.
•They'll talk about their jobs and areas In the public relations
field," said Terry Rentner, communications Instructor.
"Love and War The Relationship Between the Media and Public
Relations Practitioners" will feature Joseph Frederickson, director
of marketing for The (Toledo; Blade , Nara Schoenberg, health reporter for The Blade and Kelly Gerrow, VJ>. of Corporate Communication National Emergency Services of Toledo. It begins at 1 JO p.m.
in 121 West Hall
'The media doesn't like to use public relation material, but rely on
a great portion of it for news," Rentner said. "They like to cover
things themselves, but depend on practitioners for a great deal of
news."
She said it is Important for public relation practitioners and the
media to understand one another's roles.

Ohio DUI laws become stricter

to promote diversity Drivers can receive on-the-spot license suspension, other charges
by JonithiH S. Broadtaot
News staff writer

by Mcllssi Llpowkl
News staff writer

With Ohio's new stricter DUI
laws in effect, people thinking of
driving under the influence may
want to think again.
Since the new DUI laws went
into effect in September 1993,
30,324 drivers have received license suspensions from the Bureau of Motor Vehicles, according to Charles D. Shipley, director of the Ohio Department of
Public Safety.
"These drivers received
'on-the-spot' license suspensions
from 90 days to three years and
faced additional charges in court,
including fines, jail time, additional license suspension, vehicle
immobilization and, in some
This Wednesday has been designated Jeans Day, in which all stu- cases, vehicle forfeitures," Shidents and faculty members are encouraged to wear jeans in support pley said.
The 30324 drivers who have
of human rights.
received Administration License
Suspensions (ALS) were shocked
According to Smitherman, supervisors are encouraged to allow
at how stringent the new DUI
their employees to wear jeans as well to create a stronger sense of laws are, said David Cooke of the
uniformity and support.
ODPS.

The P.E.O.P.L.E. Committee, LAGA and A Common Thread will
sponsor B-GLAD week this week to encourage awareness about gay,
lesbian and bisexual Issues among University students.
The event is important in creating understanding and diversity
among all University students, said Christopher Smitherman, an organizer for the event
"It is important for all students to attend the events in order to fully understand the Issues," Smitherman said.
Because most people have formed their opinions about homosexuality through pure opinions and not on facts, it is important for them
to learn the facts, he said.
"At least if students have made the effort to at least learn the facts,
then that shows that they have had the courage to seek out the facts,"
he said. "At least then, they will have an informed position."
The events will begin today with the opening rally in the Union
Oval from 11:30 am. until 1 p.m. There will be an open microphone
for students and faculty members to express their views on the Issues.
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ATTENTION ALL ORGANIZATIONS
• ARE YOU OFFICIALLY REGISTERED AT BGSU?
• DO YOU REPRESENT A SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF THE UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT POPULATION IN SHEER SIZE AND/OR PERCENTAGE OF
RESPECTIVE CONSTITUENTS?

Cooke said many drivers don't
realize consequences of a first
time offense.
For example, Cooke said a
male, 30, with two children,
received an 'on-the-spot' license
suspension for 90 days. The 90
days 'on-the-spot' suspension is
only the beginning of a long,
drawn out punishment process,
Cooke said.
The man had a blood alcohol
content (BAC) of .71 percent,
which is significantly more than
the legal limit of .10 percent
After the 90-day suspension,
the offender may receive an additional suspension from the
court.
This particular man also had to
pay $500 in court fees, a $250
ALS fee and a $250 DUI conviction reinstatement fee.
"I cant think of any type of
employee that wouldn't have his
Job affected by a license suspension. It could cost people their
jobs," Cooke said. "It's kind of
like a double whammy."
The man also had to go to counseling for several weeks and then
appear before a panel of parents
whose children had been lolled
by drunk drivers, Cooke said.
Driver's licenses obtained by
law enforcement from on-the-spot suspensions are forwarded to
the BMV, logged into the com-

puter and shredded, according to
the ODPS.
"If you refuse to take the test
at the time of being pulled over,
you automatically lose your license for one full year," Cooke
said.
Aside from the six points that
are added to one's driving record, attorney fees can add up.
Fees can range from several
hundred dollars to more than a
thousand. Plus, Insurance companies would consider a DUI
offender to be in the high-risk
category. "It's like a snowballing
effect," Cooke said.
According to the BMV, 7,316 of
the 30,324 suspended drivers
were suspended because they refused to take the BAC test.
"Besides 'on-the-spot' suspensions, law enforcement agencies
and courts have confiscated and
Immobilized thousands of vehicles," Shipley said.
Vehicles can be immobilized
for a second DUI offense for
driving under a DUI suspension.
As of Feb. 23, more than 4,000
vehicles were Immobilized, according to BMV records.
Sen. Betty Montgomery,
R-Perrysburg, an advocate of
toughening penalties for chronic
DUI offenders, would like to reduce the legal BAC limit to .08.
"No tolerance should be shown

miiM orricns

for drivers who habitually endanger the lives of other by driving in an intoxicated state,"
Montgomery said. "Clearly, the
time is past due for penalties to
be increased in Ohio for repeat
offenders of this serious crime,"
she said.
There are more than 12,000
people who have been convicted
for DUI five or more times in
Ohio. Additionally, 56 percent of
the total number of DUI convictions are received by repeat
offenders, according to Montgomery.
Montgomery said a person
convicted twice for stealing a
pack of gum can be prosecuted
for a felony. In contrast, under
current Ohio law, a driver can be
convicted of a DUI an unlimited
number of times without being
prosecuted as a felon.
"If DUI convictions are a felony, people won't just get a slap on
the wrist. They'll be put behind
bars," said Kristy VanKoughnet,
Ohio Senate Media Relations.
Locally, Bowling Green police
Lt. Thomas Brokamp said the
new DUI laws havent had a great
effect on the city.
"The procedures are just a
little more difficult now," Brokamp said.

T B h I N I N G

CORPS

• DO YOU PROVIDE SERVICE TO THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY?
• ARE YOU ACTIVE IN UNIVERSITY POLICY-MAKING?

IF YOU ANSWERED "YES" TO THESE QUESTIONS, THEN
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE FOR A SEAT ON USG!
APPLICATIONS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL SENATE SEATS NOW
AVAILABLE IN ROOM 4CS STUDENT SERVICES
COMPLETED APPLICATIONS DUE BACK BY APRIL 1 5 AT SlOO P.M.

They are coming . . .
NEW NEW NEW
Campbell Hill
X
&& 'Brand'tyut Apartments Jor Rent.'.'.'
In the Fall, 2 & 3 Bedrooms, Furnished,
COME CHECK IT OUT!

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster

K

352-0717

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAT TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

ARMY ROTC
TH tauinn mum coom wo cu Tin.
For details, visit Rm. 181, Memorial Hall or call
372-2476
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Ohio officers fear prison problems
The Associated Press
-- corrections
officers fear that a riot similar
to the one that killed 10 at
Ohio's maximum-security
prison last year could occur at
any of the state's overcrowded
and understaffed prisons.
"The prisons are a powder
keg," said Lynne Barst,
spokesman for the Ohio Civil
Service Employees Association, the union for prison
workers.
"We're happy that things
have improved so much at Lucasvllle, but people had to be
moved out of there and placed
all around the state. These
other facilities are bursting at
the seams."
In the 11-day riot last April
at the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility in Lucasville, a
guard and nine inmates were
killed.
Jim McElvain, a member of
the union's prison inspection
team, formed to look at conditions after the Lucasville riot,
said that it was widely feared
last year that the Lorain Correctional Institution would be
the next prison to erupt.
"It didn't happen because it's
a reception center and the inmates don't stay there long
enough to form unions and
make trouble," he said. "That's
the only thing keeping it
quiet."
Lorain, where many
prisoners go for initial processing into the prison system,
CLEVELAND

was designed for 750 inmates
in 1989. It held 2,339 last week,
more than three times capacity, The Plain Dealer reported
Sunday.
The newspaper said only
three of the state's 24 prisons
were under capacity last week,
including one prison medical
facility.
Thomas Stickrath, regional
director of the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and
Correction, agrees that the
prisons are overcrowded and
understaffed.
"We are trying to improve
things, but it will take time," he
said.
Stickrath said new prisons
have been opened in Dayton,
Marion, Columbus and Belmont County since 1991. A
prison will open in Noble
County in 1996 and the state is
preparing to begin construction of an extra-secure
"supermax" prison in Youngstown.
"We need alternatives for
nonviolent prisoners, like drug
abusers and thieves," he said.
"These kinds of people can be
handled in smaller, community-based corrections facilities."
He said ah intensive probation program, where people
convicted of a crime are
closely watched but not necessarily jailed, and homemonitoring systems are
needed.
Ohio will have 4,859 correc-

tions officers to watch an estimated 40,665 prisoners by the
end of the year, Stickrath said.
McElvain said the Ross Correctional Institution is at 214

percent capacity with 2,915
inmates. The inmate-to-guard
ratio is 12-to-l. Other prisons
with high ratios include: Allen
Correctional Institution,

Lucasville prison's crowding,
other problems to be lessened
by Carolyn Plone
The Associated Press
LUCASVILLE, Ohio -- The state's only maximum-security prison is beginning to get relief
from the burdens of housing the mentally ill,
death row inmates and those with disciplinary
problems.
For about 20 years, the state has relied on the
Southern Ohio Correctional Facility for inmates
who could not get along at less restricted
prisons.
But one year ago Monday, the state's largest
and deadliest riot occurred at Lucasville. A
guard and nine inmates died during the ensuing
11-day standoff.
The riot changed the state's priorities. Now
the rural prison will hold only its worst
offenders.
"Lucasville will be reserved for the bad
guys," said the new warden, Terry Collins. "If
you don't make it out of the system, you'll come
back here."
The mental health patients have been moved
to a treatment center in Lima. The death row
prisoners soon will be transferred to the Mansfield Correctional Institution.
An extra-secure "supermax" prison to be built
in Youngstown, probably by 1997, also will help
streamline Lucasville's diverse population.

"This facility's mission will change slightly
after that facility is built," Reginald Wilkinson,
director of the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction, said at a recent news conference at Lucasville.
One way it will change is through a no-parole
policy, so Inmates cannot go onto the street from
Lucasville.
"In order for them to earn parole, they will
have to earn their way out of Lucasville, and into
another high-security facility," Wilkinson said.
The crowding problem has been solved - for
now. There were 1,822 inmates in the prison before the riot, many two-to-a-cell. When L-block
is full again, there will be 1,620, only one per
cell.
The union that represents the prison guards
concedes the staffing levels now are better at
Lucasville than other state prisons.
Nate Miller, a guard and president of the Ohio
Civil Service Employees Association chapter
that represents the Lucasville guards, said he
hoped the prison continues single-celling and
maintaining a higher ratio of guards to inmates.
L-block, renovated after the riot, has one bed
to a cell. But bolts were put in the walls that
would allow a second bed to be added. The state
said the bolts were put in before the decision
was made for single-celling.

Pothole damages cost billions
Inferior design, construction of roads could be reason for problems
flat tires this year than last
year," said Turk, whose group
provides roadside service to
members in nine northeastern
Ohio counties. "This is almost
exclusively caused by potholes."

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND ~ Potholes support a billion-dollar industry
across the country, and this winter has produced a bumper crop.
From flattened tires to mangled ball Joints, millions of cars
are suffering because of all that
freezing, thawing, plowing and
salting.
What's more, repair crews are
making people late for work and
snarling traffic, said Damian J.
Kulash, executive director of the
Strategic Highway Research
Program. Congress created the
program to improve the nation's
roads.
"You multiply that times milRandy Van Portfliet,
lions of people, and it's got to be
big," he told The Plain Dealer of Michigan Department of
Cleveland. "Damage to cars is
Transportation engineer
probably a billion dollars a year."

"If the roads are bad,
it costs more to ship
goods, it costs more
to do business, it
costs more for
everybody. So you
can pay me now or
pay me later."

Jerry Turk, spokesman for the
American Automobile Association-Ohio Motorists Association,
said last winter's weather was
brutal.
"We've had 25 percent more

Some experts say the inferior
design and construction of U.S.
roads is to blame.
The United States has the
largest network of roads in the
world. But their quality does not

THINK
SPRING!

10-to-l; Chillicothe Correctional Institute, 10-to-l; London
Correctional Institution,
11-to-l; and Madison Correctional Institution, 12-to-l.

compare to European roads, most
of which are twice as thick, last
twice as long and cost twice as
much.
"I've been on the roads over
there, and they're great," said
Jonathan Greentree, spokesman
for the Ohio Department of
Transportation. "I wonder why
we can't do the same over here."
The short answer is money.
Europeans spend twice as much
per mile to build and maintain
their roadways.
"They put a lot of money into
maintenance," said Randy Van

Michigan Department of Transportation who studied highways
In Germany and Austria in 1992.
"We kind of build them and then
don't touch them."
Costlier roads are a good deal
if they last longer, he said.
"If the roads are bad, it costs
more to ship goods, it costs more
to do business, it costs more for
everybody," Van Portfliet said.
"So you can pay me now or pay
me later."

HAVE YOU CALLED
MOM & DAD LATELY?

O I

American
objection
to caning
criticized
by Kenneth L. Whiting
The Associated Press
SINGAPORE - Noting that
many Americans favor the flogging of a U.S. teen-ager who vandalized cars, Singapore newspapers are hitting back at critics
of this city-state.
At the center of an international controversy is Michael P. Fay,
18, of Dayton. He was sentenced
to six strokes of a rattan cane,
four months in jail and a fine of
about $2,200.
"American politicians and
commentators - stout champions
of the rule of law - have been
busy lashing out at Singapore,"
Warren Fernandez wrote in a
column in The Sunday Times.
"These commentators gloss
over, or refuse to accept, the fact
that many Americans appear to
accept Singapore's decision," he
wrote.
An opinion poll by the Dayton
Daily News last week found
most of those who responded
backed the caning. A phone-In
poll conducted by the newspaper
tallied 2,270 who approved of the
sentence and 828 who opposed it.
Fernandez contends the real
issue is whether "an American
should be exempt from Singapore's tough laws because some
Americans find these laws distasteful," he wrote.
In his last chance to escape the
flogging. Fay has until April 20 to
file an appeal for clemency with
President Ong Teng Cheong.
Ong has received a letter from
President Bill Clinton urging that
Fay be spared a beating. The contents of the letter have not been
reported. Clinton earlier described the punishment as "extreme."

Rent from
HERTZ PENSKE.
And be a
ROAD SCHOLAR.

CONGRATULATIONS TO
THE NEW O.S.E.A. 1994-1995
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
President - Angie Smith
President-Elect - Laura Martin
Treasurer - Marsha Jones
Membership - Anne Witty

Vice President - Kim Walker
Secretary - Mark Schumm
Treasurer Elect - Phil Maxwell
Publicity - Michelle Barak

Pundraising - Annemarie Aquaviva

Social • Brett Piccus

Service - Kimberly Mans
Historian - Becky Anderson

PR - Michelle Knapp

The best way to get home
is in a Hertz Peruke truck.
That's because they're easy
to rent. Easy to drive. And
easy on the budget. No matter what size truck you need,
you'll get the one that's
just right for you.
Plus you'll get the Hertz
Penske promise of:
• Low Rates
•No Mileage

Road Service
• Full Range of Truck Szes
• Oean, Smooth-Running
Trucks
• Many Trucks With Auto
Transmission and Air
Conditioning
For quality, comfort, cost
and convenience, no other
rental truck can
move you like a
Hertz Penske
truck.
PENSKE
Call for inTruck
formation
and
RmnUlS.
reservations.

Hertz

Charge
• Locations Coast
To Coast
• 24-Hr. Emergency

THE WINNING TEAM: HERTZ PENSKE AND YOU.
ON CAMPUS PICK-UP
FOR ONE-WAY RENTALS
AVAILABLE MAY 4-7
(BY R E SEHVAT1 ON ONLY)

FOR RATES AND RESERVATIONS PLEASE CALL

(419) 385-6623
OR
(800) 222-0277
NM * mda xMt I mmtkm. M M mi •

ClWiPntaliutMiiiti, he. If IS.
mMnm-niMin.
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OSU student Economists believe
harassed by inflation to stay low
racial slurs
by David E. Killih
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - A black student at Ohio State University's
College of Law has received
two notes containing racial
slurs.
The Columbus Dispatch reported that the first note said,
in part, "We all know ya got
into law school cause ya black
and a woman, not cause ya
have a brain cell In ya head!"
It also told the student, who
asked the newspaper not to
release her name, to "go back
to your slum." She received it
March 17.
The second letter appeared
Wednesday. It accused the
victim and other black students of being divisive for
making the first letter public
and making "a big fuss over
small things."
It also accused her of not doing her own class work and of
writing the first note herself.
Both letters were typed.
Jeff Thompson, president of
the student bar association,
condemned the notes in a letter to his fellow students.

"I find It absolutely repugnant that some people hate so
completely they feel compelled to say something, yet
they're so ashamed of their
hate that they operate under a
cloak of anonymity," Thompson wrote.
About 19 percent of the law
school's 650 students are minorities - of those, about 75
are black. About 11 percent of
the university's 50,000 students are minorities.
Wesley Bishop, a secondyear law student and a leader
of the Black Law Students Association, addressed OSU
President Gordon Gee and the
board of trustees on Friday.
"I'm here to simply be
proactive, to make sure you
are aware of a situation,"
Bishop said. "The law school
has been transformed into a
powder keg that is ready to
explode"
Bishop said he and his colleagues have experienced
other racist acts at Ohio State.
The association plans a news
conference at the law school to
discuss the acts Thursday.

NEW YORK - Those little tan
O's floating In your breakfast
bowl may seem like ordinary
Cheerlos. But to some economists they're leading Indicators
of low inflation.
Last week General Mills
lowered the price of the oatbased cereal by 12 percent. Despite rampant anxiety in the financial markets about rising inflation, some forecasters insist
the opposite may now be true:
Consumer prices are actually
falling in some parts of the economy.
While rolling back Cheerios
prices. General Mills Inc., the nation's No. 2 cereal maker behind
Kellogg Co., made similar cuts in
the prices of Wheaties and other
popular cereals.
"That to me was a very telling
statement," said Bruce Steinberg, an economist at Merrill
Lynch & Co.
"In a few selected parts of the
economy, relating mainly to
autos or steel, there are some
pricing pressures that have
shown up. But in much broader
parts of the economy, there's
pretty Intense disinflationary
pressure under way."
Attention to signals of inflation

has contributed to a powerful
sell-off in the financial markets
In the last month. Investors abhor Inflation, partly because it
eats the value of investments
such as bonds, which pay fixed
interest rates.
Not all economists think investor fears are overblown. Because market players tend to invest in financial instruments for
the long haul, they must look
beyond current inflation trends
and try to anticipate consumer
prices over the next year and
beyond.
"If people are worried over the
long-term that their dollars are
worth less, they start taking action immediately to ensure," they
don't lose money, said Scott
Lummer, an investment expert at
Ibbotson Associates In Chicago,
an investment consulting firm.
But to everyday Americans
whose paychecks stretch virtually as far as they did one year ago,
evidence of Inflation is spotty at
beat.
Oil prices are at five-year lows.
Many food Items cost less.
Growth in health-care costs, a
major cause of past Inflation, has
slowed. Car price Increases are
subdued. Workers are hesitant to
ask for salary increases with all
the recent layoffs.
A sustained financial market

decline also could help keep a lid
on inflation, according to William
Sullivan, director of money market research at Dean Witter, Discover & Co.

That's because weakened stock
and bond markets could dampen
consumer confidence and push
up Interest rates. High interest
rates cut into new home sales,
which are a fulcrum of consumer
demand for all sorts of goods and
services. High demand for goods
In limited supply is a cause of inflation.
In Russia, inflation has approached 1,000 percent a year for
many food staples. Brazil's
government just launched Its
eighth plan in as many years to
check inflation running 40 percent a month
By comparison, inflation fears
in the United States seem exaggerated. Financial traders fret
because Inflation threatens to
edge higher than the 2.S percent
annual rate recorded over the 12
months ended Feb. 28.
The next round of inflation
news that could jolt the markets
comes this week when the Labor
Department releases March
wholesale prices Tuesday and
consumer prices Wednesday.

Carson,
Rogers'
backup,
dies
The Associated Press
DELRAY BEACH, Fla. Ken Carson, who backed up
Roy Rogers in cowboy movies as a member of The
Sons of the Pioneers, has
died of Lou Gehrig's
disease. He was 79.
Carson, who died Thursday, joined the group in
1942 after founding member Rogers left to become a
movie star.
Carson sang on the
Western group's two most
famous records: "Tumbling
Tumbleweeds" and "Cool
Water." His tenor was the
echoing voice singing "cool,
clear water" on the latter
tune.
He appeared In 22 of
Rogers' cowboy movies as a
member of the musical
group that backed up the
actor when he sang.
Carson was born In Coalgate, Okla., In 1915 and
moved with his family to
California during the 1920s.

FanSt critics mourn r€)ck guitarist
by Larry McShane
The Associated Press

They'll never knowyou
didn't do it all yourself.

The apparent suicide of Kurt Cobain, just
three years after his emergence as a powerful new force In popular music, left fans and
critics comparing the grunge-rock guitarist
to other groundbreaking musicians who died
too young.
Radio stations around the country broadcast tributes to Cobain, MTV interrupted Its
usual programming for a career retrospective and fans mourned the star's tragic
death after his body was discovered Friday
at his Seattle home.
"It reminds me of Jimi Hendrix. This is a
guy who hasnt even hit his prime," fan

Steve Kennedy said. "It's like Jim Morrison
- you'll never know what else he could do."
Cobain, 27, had become an overnight
spokesman for a disaffected generation of
young Americans after Nirvana's 1991 hit
single, "Smells Like Teen Spirit."
The flannel-shirted singer's woes were
well documented: heroin addiction, discomfort with celebrity, domestic spats, the nearfatal ingestlon of drugs and alcohol just last
month that left him In a coma
"Kurt's passions and feelings about his
fame overwhelmed him," said a statement
from Gold Mountain Entertainment, Nirvana's management company.
Cobain expressed those feelings in his mu-

|

COLOR TRANSPARENCY - BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE

On MTV, the usual pre-taped programming was pulled and replaced with a look
back at Cobaln's career - a particularly
apropos gesture, since MTV helped boost
Nirvana to commercial success.

WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION

1515 E. WOOSTER Model open

large two bedroom furnished apartments
available with:

1

Buy one 8itf' x II" full-color transparency al regular price, and get the second
one free. Offer does not include frames. One coupon per customer. Not valid

-Walk in closets
-Guilt in bookcases
-Next to compus

with other offers. Good through May 31,1994 al the Kinko's listed.

-laundry facilities
located in building
-Membership offered
for the health spa

INTERNATIONAL DINNER
SAT. APRIL 16th

Hurry - They're going fast!

kinkoT

Tickets sold in the Union Foyer
April 11-14 from 9 - 5 p.m.

(office in Cherruujood Heolthspa)

Preferred Properties

Your branch office
Open 24 hours a day. 7 days a week.
115 Railroad St. • 354-3977 • (Behind Myles Pizza)
k

"There were all the things in the last two
years," said Gus Hosseinl, owner or a Milwaukee nightclub where the band played
twice. "I knew It was coming. I didn't know
when."

WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
At your branch office, we really feel good when we can help make
you look better. Even with a tight deadline, we'll help you bring
together a professional presentation that says great things about you.

sic and lyrics. One of Nirvana's last songs,
recorded for "The Beavis and Butt-head Experience" album, was titled "I Hate Myself
and Want to Die."

352-9378
I

for more information call 372-2249
Tickets $6 only

8th and High Sts.

WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

April 20th 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Free!!

Free!!

Free!!

Sign up in the UAO office today!
(you must sign up to attend)
Learn some safety tips and
how to care for your bike for spring.
llll""'(|||f||||||||l|illl'

I

b>

Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for more information.
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Elderly patients may
lose access to doctors

Feeding Time!

byChrlstophtrConntll
The Associated Press

AP PkMo/Stewut F. HOUK
An employee from Sea World in San Antonio assists Stephanie Stlnson, 10, a fifth grader at Enclno
Park Elementary School in San Antonio, while she gets a "kiss" from a beluga whale Friday.

Summit addresses
mining conditions

WASHINGTON - When Robert Zirk's doctor left
Richland, Wash., It took Zirk's wife nearly a year to
find another physician willing to accept the frail,
diabetic retiree as a patient.
"When you turn 65, you become a second-class
citizen," complained Bea Zlrk. "You're at the
mercy of doctors who won't accept you as a Medicare patient"
A new 491-page report to Congress says Medicare now pays physicians just 59 percent as much
as private insurers pay. Five years ago. Medicare
paid 68 percent as much.
The widening gap has stirred fears among health
officials and advocates for the elderly that more
Medicare patients could find themselves in the
same boat as the Zirks.
Poor people on Medicaid long have encountered
obstacles in finding private doctors to treat them;
Medicaid pays Just 47 percent as much as private
insurance.
But Medicare, which covers virtually all of
America's elderly, has never had that stigma.
The Physician Payment Review Commission, a
13-member panel that advises Congress on Medicare and health reform, said surveys of patients
and physicians indicate that the problem so far is
not widespread.
Relatively few seniors - one in 4,000 - complain
to members of Congress about finding a doctor,
and 95 percent of physicians taking any new
patients accept those on Medicare.
Medicare patients with "an ongoing physician
relationship appear to be the least at risk for loss
of access," the commission said. "Once that relationship is broken, however ... relatively lowerpaying Medicare patients may have difficulty finding their way onto the schedules of already fullybooked primary care physicians."
That's "just human nature," said Dr. Pepi
Granat, a family practitioner in South Miami, Fla.
"You can only see 25 patients a day.... If two people walk in the office and one's Medicare and one
isn't, who are you going to take?"

But "it's sort of insane for a public program to
try to continually play catch-up with an uncontrolled private sector," said Vladeck.
He's also skeptical about doctors' claims they
lose money treating Medicare patients.
"Docs will tell you they're losing money If they
treat somebody for $20 and they think somebody
else would pay them $25 for the same thing. But
they're still getting $20," said Vladeck.

Nannies claim lack of respect
Public dismisses professionals as glorified baby sitters

The Associated Press
The Associated Press
BECKLEY, W.Va. - Kathy Bucks' concern over safety in small coal
mines took a tragic turn in 1991: her husband bled to death in a mining accident
Bucks, union representatives and dozens of others disnmned how
to improve dangerous working conditions during the first Small Mine
Summit sponsored by the U.S. Mine Safety and Health Administration.
Bucks said her husband, Scot, died in a small Wyoming County
mine because he was not treated fast enough.
"The most experienced safety person on site was a foreman with a
long-expired CPR card," she said Saturday at the one-day summit at
the administration's National Mine Academy.
Coal mines with fewer than 20 workers bad fatality rates about six
times higher than larger mines in 1992, according to administration
statistics. Those with fewer than SO, but more than 20 workers, had a
rate four times more than larger mines.
Small mines often don't have the money to comply with federal and
state safety laws, said Joseph Main, chief of the United Mine Workers
health and safety department.
Main recommended surprise mine Inspections because scheduled
checks give operators a chance to prepare. He also wants to keep
operators with a history of safety violations from getting new permits.

Granat turns no one away from her solo practice,
but doubts she could pay the rent if all her patients
were on Medicare Instead of just a third. The elderly often have multiple, chronic health problems.
"The Medicare patients take twice as long," said
Granat. With an 85-year-old woman who came in
unable to hear and without her glasses, "I had to
repeat everything 10 times. I had to write out the
Instructions. How long do you think that stuff
takes?"
Most doctors wont stop taking Medicare
patients because "it's against the humane ethic... [
and] even at the lower rate, we need those
patients," said Granat.
The government in recent years boosted Medicare payments to general and family practitioners
while cutting back on surgeons, cardiologists and
other specialists. But the volume of services that
doctors perform on Medicare patients grew by 50
percent from 1986 to 1993.
The Clinton administration, under Its health reforms, would tighten the standards and reduce
Medicare rates to just 43 percent to 52 percent of
private rates by the year 2000, the commission estimated.
Without those reforms. Medicare would pay
somewhere between 54 percent and 61 percent of
private rates by then.
Bruce C. Vladeck, the head of the Health Care
Financing Administration, which runs Medicare,
said he is concerned about preserving "first-class
access to service" for the elderly.

CHAGRIN FALLS, Ohio - Comedian Rodney Dangerfield
may jokingly complain that he
gets no respect, but nannies say
lack of respect is a very real
problem in their profession.
Too many times they are
thought of as glorified baby sitters, according to Sheilagh Roth,
executive director of the English
Nanny & Governess School in
this city about 20 miles south of
Cleveland
"A nanny is a person who is
trained at a nanny school and has
a minimum of a high school diploma," she said "A governess
has a minimum of a bachelor's
degree, plus the training."
She said part of the problem
nannies and governesses have in

gaining more respect for their
profession is that training and
certification Is not always required
The American Council of
Nanny Schools has certified 15
schools, but many jobs go to people who have not attended the
schools or received training.
"A young woman could be flipping hamburgers one night, get
fed up, and the next morning go
to an agency and after a quick
interview be placed by 10:30
am." Roth said.

At her school, a nanny-intraining will spend more than 400
hours in and out of the classroom
studying childhood development,
nutrition, children's literature,
driver safety, CPR, and a variety
of cultural and art topics. She
will also spend $3,000 for tuition
for the three-month program.
But not everyone can afford to
hire nanny school graduates.
For graduates of Roth's school,
a family must be willing to pay a
minimum of $250 to $300 a week
on top of providing a private

room, board and bath; a car for
personal use; health insurance;
and payment of Social Security
taxes.
Wendy Sachs, president of the
International Nanny Association,
said good nannies do not have to
be graduates of a nanny school.
Unschooled nannies might
"have been nannies for 20 years,
who know what to do with children, but not tell you all the
theory behind it," Sachs said.

1994 Sorority Rush
Information Night
Wed. April 13th
Grand Ballroom
9:15 p.m.

MAKE A
DIFFERENCE
Don't Miss Out!

Sexual Offense
Peer Education Group
forniing for
Fall'94
Applications available at
The Prevention Center
310 Student Services
372-2130
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Political lines costjobs NATO war jets
West Bank, Gaza Strip will be sealed off from Israel indefinitely
by Donna Abu-Nasr
The Associated Press

rael's southern commander, ordered troops
back Into refugee camps to deal with the anticipated violence, the Haaretz newspaper
reported Sunday.
"I've never been so scared in my life.
There were closures before, but I always
knew I would go back to work," said Marouf,
who has 10 children. "Now, I'm not sure I
will have a job to go back to."
Over 120,000 Palestinians had day jobs in
Israel until March 1993, when a series of
stabbing deaths inside Israel brought a strict
closure and the number of work permits was
halved. Fears of revenge attacks after a Jewish settler killed 30 Palestinian workers in
Hebron Feb. 25 brought another closure.
Pressure from construction and agriculture firms that rely on cheap Palestinian
workers has forced such closures to be rescinded in the past. But each closure leaves
fewer Palestinians with jobs in Israel.
The latest closure came after a suicide car
bomber from the West Bank killed seven Is-

GAZA CITY, Occupied Gaza Strip -- Until
Sunday, Hassan Marouf thought that no matter what problems arose in the Arab-Israeli
peace process, he would keep his 25-year-old
job as a construction supervisor in Israel.
Then Israel's Cabinet announced the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip will be
sealed off from Israel indefinitely and
18,000 foreign laborers imported. The moves
are intended to assuage security fears and
break Israel's dependence on Palestinian
labor.
But they created widespread despair
among Palestinians, who viewed it as collective punishment that will create permanent
unemployment and cut them off from Jerusalem, their religious, cultural and political
center.
Both Israelis and Palestinians predicted
more violence. Maj. Gen. Matan Vilnai, Is-

Naboul Dabbour, an economist who works
at the Palestinian Bureau of Statistics in
Jerusalem, said remittances from laborers
who work or trade in Israel bring about $7
million daily into the Gaza and the West
Bank. He predicted unemployment would
jump from 37 percent to at least 50 percent.
The Cabinet approved bringing in 18,000
foreign laborers to replace Palestinians. Although Israel's unemployment rate hovers
at 10 percent, welfare checks tend to match
the wages from the menial jobs Palestinians
fiU.

the
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raelis and wounded 45 on Wednesday, followed a day later by a Gaza gunman who
killed one and wounded four at a bus stop.
Both attacks, carried out by Palestinians
from the occupied lands, were claimed by Islamic fundamentalist groups which oppose
the Israel-PLO autonomy accord and have
vowed to wreck Israel's Independence Day
celebrations Thursday.
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by Srecko Latal
The Associated Press

SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - NATO war jets
dropped bombs In the Muslim
enclave of Gorazde on Sunday
after Bosnian Serb forces overran government defenses to
reach the outskirts of the town,
U.N. officials said.
Maj. Dacre Holloway, a U.N.
military spokesman in Sarajevo,
said two NATO planes were involved in the strike in the Gorazde pocket Sunday evening. No
other details were immediately
available.
It was unclear how close Serb
forces were to Gorazde, a U.N.
"safe area" that has been under
siege for most of the war but intensely for the last two weeks.
Esad Ohranovic, a Gorazde city
official, speaking with reporters
in Sarajevo via a ham radio linkup, said earlier Sunday that
Bosnian Serb troops were at the
southeastern edges of town.
Lyndall Sachs, a UNHCR
spokeswoman in Belgrade, confirmed Serbs were on the southern outskirts of town, as well as a
hill on the east side of the Drina
overlooking Gorazde, "and we
can see them."
Holloway said the two NATO
jets were F-16s, but he refused to
identify their nationality. Military sources in Washington,
however, said they were U.S.
jets.
A U.N. source in Belgrade,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said there had been two
strikes in the pocket and that
Bosnian Serbs responded with
anti-aircraft fire.
It was the first time since Bosnia's war began two years ago
that the United Nations carried
through on air strike threats to
ground positions. In late February, NATO war jets downed four
Serb planes violating the "no fly
zone" over Bosnia However, that
decision did not require previous
U.N. approval.
Shortly before the U.N. announcement, Charles Redman,
the U.S. special envoy on former
Yugoslavia, told reporters In
Sarajevo, "this is serious and we
all agree on that," but he would
not elaborate on what action the
United Nations might take.
"The developments since this
afternoon did that. That's what
has changed the situation," Redman said after meeting with
members of Bosnia's Muslim-led
government. "The situation is
very serious because of the Serb
advances."
Hundreds of panicked civilians
poured Into Gorazde overnight,
arriving at up to ISO an hour,
Kessler said. Most had come by
small boats over the Drina be-

cause two bridges had been destroyed.
An estimated 5,000 civilians
from about 30 destroyed or overrun villages around Gorazde
have fled to the town since the
Serb offensive began March 28,
U.N. officials said.
Local authorities told UNHCR
staff that an untold number of
other civilians, mostly elderly or
sick and wounded, remained in
villages behind Serb lines. But
Kessler said it would be "suicide" for the UNHCR to try to
reach them at this point.
Olivier Van Bunnen, in Gorazde for the international aid
agency Doctors Without Borders,
told Sarajevo reporters via ham
radio that "the hospital is completely full" and that "citizens
are In panic." He did not specify
how many wounded were in the
hospital.
U.N. and international Red
Cross officials say that 103 people have been killed and about
430 wounded in the last two
weeks of fighting in the Gorazde
enclave.
Earlier Sunday, Kessler said
the latest refugees to reach Gorazde reported that "villages have
been burned, and some of the
villagers executed or even mutilated."
"These are just rumors, but
enough to produce a state of
panic," he added.
The Serb advance on Gorazde
continued despite an order Saturday by U .N. Secretary-General
Boutros Boutros-Ghali to U.N.
troops to use "all available
means" to roll back Serb military
gains In the enclave.
Rose has so far been reluctant
to discuss using U.N. firepower
to end the Gorazde siege, focusing instead on broader efforts to
secure an overall cease-fire. But
speaking to reporters in Split
Sunday, Rose said "it may come
to that" when asked about NATO
air strikes.
Gorazde is important for the
Serbs because It sits astride the
main highway linking their territories in southwestern and
eastern Bosnia Its continued
hold by government troops
forces Serbs to depend on roads
through Yugoslavia or the mountain tracks south of Sarajevo.
Bosnia's war started two years
ago when the republic's minority
Serbs rebelled after Muslims and
Croats voted to secede from Yugoslavia Serbs have since seized
70 percent of the country's territory, and more than 200,000 people are dead or missing in the
conflict

Magic Kingdom
thrives in Japan
by P.H. Ferguson
The Associated Press
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CHIBA, Japan ~ The Magic Kingdom Is having trouble In Europe,
but more than 10 years after Mickey Mouse and his gang opened the
gates to free-spending Japanese, the Tokyo Disneyland thrives.
"I love it here," said Takamasa Mochlzuki, 7, giggling at a mockup
of Native Americans burning a settler's cabin. "It makes me afraid
and then it makes me happy."
The Tokyo theme park proved naysayers wrong from the start. Instead of peaking in the first year and tapering off, as predicted, attendance has steadily increased. Even after waiting several hours for
the most popular rides, people come back.
"We were very nervous In the beginning, of course," said Katsuhiko Nakamura, publicity director of Oriental Land Co., Disney's licensee in Japan. "There were no 100 percent guarantees that this
would succeed."
About 140 million people, 17 million more than Japan's population,
have bustled through Tokyo Disneyland since 1983. Last year, they
spent an average of 9,000 yen ($85), helping make Tokyo the most
profitable Disney park.
Visitors to financially troubled Euro Disney spend only $45, estimated Jeffrey Logsdon, head of The Seldler Co., a research firm. At
the original Disneyland In Los Angeles and Disney World In Florida,
the average is between $60 and $70.
Tokyo Disneyland's success Is due partly to Its location in a metropolitan area of 30 million people. The timing also was fortunate.
Oriental Land approached Disney with the idea of building a theme
park In 1962, but the deal was not made until 1979.
The park is fully owned by Oriental Land Co., which licenses Disney characters and other copyrighted material from Walt Disney
Productions.
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Thompson shatters record Women
win just
by Andy Dugaa
News sports writer

It was against the wind and
against a former world record
holder, but Scott Thompson was
still able to
break a 22
year-old school
record this
weekend when
14 members of
the men's track
team traveled
to Knoxville,
Tennessee to
partake in the
Sink
non-scoring
Sea Ray Relays.
Thompson broke BGSU's 22
year-old record in the 110-meter

22-year-old mark downed by hurdler

high hurdles when he finished in high school I was pretty nervous
fifth place with a time of 14.00. before the race, but once I got
The former record was held by into the blocks next to him, I was
Dave Fegley from 1972 with a ready to go."
time of 14.04. Thompson's time
Halfway through the race,
was .12 faster than his previous Thompson and Kingdom were
season best.
head-to-head.
"I knew he would come on later
Thompson also got to compete
against the former world record in the race," Thompson said.
Women's track coach Steve
holder, Roger Kingdom, in the
event. Kingdom won the event Price, who also coaches hurdles
with a time of 13.80. His former for both teams, was enthusiastic
about Thompson's performance
world record time is 12.92.
"I was pretty excited," Thomp- and looks for better things to
son said. "I've been wanting to come.
"Scott had a good performance
race Kingdom since I first started hurdling my Junior year in to break the school record,"

Price said. "It was a good place to
start. He's moved onto the
national level and with that his
expectations should be higher."
Another 22 year-old record was
broken at the meet by the shuttle
hurdle relay of Rick Marinelli,
Marty Rosclszewski, Rob Pietruszka, and Thompson. The
foursome placed third overall
with a time of 59.31. The former
school record was set in 1972,
with Fegley on the team, with a
time of 60.74.
Sink said Brad Schaser was another athlete who had an exceptional meet. Schaser dropped 20

seconds off his best time to win
the 5000-meter run with a time of
14:27.23.
"Brad ran a gutsy race," Sink
said. "Every time someone made
a move, he was right there to
shoulder off them. He ran a very
smart race, about as good as he
could."
Adam Rose was the only other
BG member to place as he finished seventh in the shot put with
a personal best throw of 51-0.
Other Falcons who participated in the meet were: Tim
Arndt, who ran to a personal best
in the 800-meter run with a time
of 1:53.10; Pietruszka and Rosclszewski, who ran in the 400-meter
hurdles and finished with times
of S4.SS and 54.79, respectively.

Olazabal wins the Masters
by Ron Sink
The Associated Press
AUGUSTA, Ga - The Masters. Another foreign champion. A player of enormous
talent finally realizing unfulfilled promise.
The story line held up. Just
substitute the name Jose
Maria Olazabal for Greg Norman.
This was to be the Masters
that Norman finally won, but it
became the major Olazabal finally won. The Spaniard
stumbled over the last two
holes, but so did Tom Lehman
and Larry Mize.
Olazabal's solid closing
round of 69 on Sunday gave
him 279 for 72 holes, two
strokes ahead of Lehman and
three ahead of Mize, the winner here in 1987.
Playing in the same group
with Lehman and just behind
Mize, Olazabal scrambled
when he had to, tamed the
tricky Augusta greens and
never cracked in the pressure
down the stretch. He didn't
make a bogey until he hit a
poor chip on the 17th.
Olazabal all but closed it out
by rolling in a 40-foot eagle
putt on the par-5 15th after his
second shot just barely
cleared the water and didn't
roll back into the pond as others had all week.
Lehman, who shot 72, made
a great run at a 20-foot eagle
try on the same hole but left it
just short. He fell to the
ground and pounded the rock-

hard Augusta green with his
fists in disappointment.
His last shot to put pressure
on Olazabal came at 18, but he
missed a 20-foot par putt after
driving into a sand trap.
Olazabal, who started the
day 6 under, one stroke behind
Lehman, birdied Nos. 2 and 8
on the front nine - both par Ss
- and then ran off six consecutive pars before his eagle.
Olazabal took home
$360,000, Lehman earned
$216,000 and Mize collected
$136,000.
It was the sixth time in seven years a non-American
walked off with the championship. It was the 10th victory by
a foreign golfer here since
Gary Player started the streak
in 1978, a streak that includes
Seve Ballesteros, Bernhard
Langer and Nick Faldo - all of
whom won twice - and Sandy
Lyie and Ian Woosnam.
Norman, the Australian who
has won a ton of money but
has let a slew of major championships slip away from him,
could have shaken his label as
the shark without the killer instinct. Instead, he closed horribly, shooting 77 in the final
round to finish at 292, 13
strokes behind.
Tom Kite finished fourth at
5-under-par 283.
Jay Haas, Loren Roberts
and Jim McGovern finished at
3-under-par 285. Corey Pavin
and Ernie Els were at 286. Ian
Baker-Finch of Australia,
John Huston and Raymond
Floyd finished at 287.

Women's tennis
splits weekend
by Garrett Walkup
News sports writer

And then when BG won the
match, the same player threw
her racket to the end of the
A win against Eastern Michi- courts and yelled several obscengan would have produced a ities.
weekend sweep and a satisfied
women's tennis team, but BG lost
Over break and against Miami
to the Eagles after a non- University there was concern
over doubles teams. Since then,
conference victory Friday.
BG has played very well winning
BG defeated an unusual and six of nine doubles matches inunprofessional Denison Univer- cluding a sweep of DU.
sity team Friday by a score of 7-2
at Keefe Courts, improving this
"Our doubles are playing a lot
year's dual match record to 11 -5. better," head coach Penny Dean
said. "It took us a while to get goUnusual meaning that talent ing, but the teams are playing
wise, DU's top three players well now."
The Falcons then lost on Saturwere very good and took two of
the first three singles matches. day dropping to 0-2 in the MAC
But DU's talent pool dropped off as they fell to a talented Eastern
as the next three singles match- Michigan team, 6-3.
es, BG won handily by an averBG fell behind early as they
age score of 6-1,6-1.
won only two of the six singles
Unprofessional meaning that matches in a very strong BG
during doubles matches, DU was wind. The Falcons then had to
not in the least bit sportsmenlike. take all three of the doubles
Several of their players took an matches to pull out the win, but
exceeding amount of time be- fell short of doing so
Several players said that they
tween games and sets. At one
point a player ate an entire bag of definitely should of won the
match, but mentally too many
chips between games.
mistakes were made.
Then In the first doubles
match, DU's number two player
"Physically BG is in very good
Hallie King continued to lace shape," EMU coach Allison
tennis balls, hitting them to other Tookes said "They are a good
courts because she was discour- team for how young they are and
will be contenders very 8000."
aged with her own play.

one race
by Stave Wlldman
News sports writer
In order to get prepared for the
outdoor All-Ohio Championships,
the women's track team participated in the Miami Invitational.
At this non-scoring meet BG
took on the Michigan, Purdue,
and Miami of Ohio.
"We got a lot of good explerence going up against Big Ten
teams, especially the Big Ten
champion, Michigan," head
coach Steve Price said
The four by 100 relay team of
Julie Shade, Kaleitha Johnson,
Jane Moeller, and Clairice Gregory did not break a school record in the four by 100 but they
won the event with a time of
47.23.
"I was hoping that they would
break the school record but I was
very pleased with the win over
Purdue," Price said.
BG also put in some good performances in other events.
Freshman distance runner
Laura Hall took second in the
5,000-meter run with a time of
17:50.73.
Junior Jane Moeller had another good day as she took third
in the 100-meter hurdles with a
time of 14.43.
Senior Maria Gudakunst put in
a great performance as she
placed second in the long jump
and the triple jump. Her distance
in the long jump was 17 feet
three and three-fourths inches.
In the triple jump she leaped for
a mark of 36 feet eleven and
three-fourths Inches.
Junior sprinter Julie Shade finished third in the 100-meter dash
with a time of 12.60.
In the 400 hurdles, Junior Patience Jones finished third with a
time of 67.19
Freshman Nikki Sturzinger
had a personal best throw and a
fourth place finish in the discus
with a mark of 151 feet.
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Jose-Maria Olazabal acknowledges the gallery on 15 after his eagle during final round play of The
Masters.

Freshman Clarice Gregory
took second in the 200-meter
dash with a time of 25.55.
In the 3,000-meter run, sophmore Traci Losi placed second
and had a personal best time of
9:54.76.
Steve Price was impressed
with Losi's performance.
"Traci has improved a full nine
seconds in the 3,000. That is very
impressive," Price said.

Pitcher no-hits BG Softball
by Pat Murphy
News sports writer
The misfortunes for the Brown
and Orange Softball team continue as they opened the MAC
season by losing three out of four
at Central Michigan.
The lone Falcon win win came
In the second game on Friday.
"We expected to split with
them [CMU]. Central is always a
contender but is was not our plan
to lose three out of four," head
coach Rachelle Miller said.
Third baseman Julie Moss
homered in the second inning of
BG's win Friday to down the
Chippewas 2-1. She drove Beth
Osterland's offering over the
fence with Kathy Holland on
base.
Lisa Mountjoy pitched five
strong innings, allowing only one
run on three hits to earn her
fourth win. Jennifer Wolf
cleaned up the game pitching two

hit less innings to gamer her first
save of the season.
Osterland no-hit the Falcons in
the series opener allowing a 2-0
Chippewa victory. She faced the
minimum number of batters only
walking two and striking out
nine. Miller pointed to BG's lack
of discipline at the plate.
"She [Osterland] pitched very
well, but she did not pitch good
enough to throw a no hitter. We
swung at her pitches and did not
swing at ours," Miller said.
On Saturday BG and the Chippewas dueled for nine and twothirds innings until a costly error
spelled the Falcon defeat. BG
came back from a fifth-inning
deficit of 4-1 to tie the score in
the sixth. Shortstop Tricia Askins
dropped a fly ball, which would
have ended the game, but allowed CMU to tie and eventually
win 6-5.
"We had a huge error at a
game-winning moment. At this

NBA roundup
Nets 107, Knlcks 88

Knlcks with a 107-88 victory
Sunday.

EAST RUTHERFORD, N. J. Kenny Anderson scored 12 of
his 16 points In the first quarter as New Jersey grabbed a
big early lead and continued its
dominance of the New York

The win was the Nets' fourth
In five games with the Knlcks,
notable because the two teams
might be paired In the opening
round of the playoff a.

point in the season we should one run. Second baseman Amy
have gotten out of this stage, but Patterson went 3-for-4 and drove
in two runs. Patterson is second
we have not," Miller added.
on the team in hitting at a .333
clip. CMU was lead by catcher
Meme Col la who had four hits.
In the final game of the series
the Chippewas pounded Mountjoy for nine hits and seven runs
in six innings. Shortstop Jennifer
Land and catcher Andrea Ferrio
drove in two runs each to provide
all the offense CMU needed.

"Osterland pitched
very well, but she did
not pitch good
enough to throw a no
hitter. We swung at
her pitches and did
not swing at ours."
Rachelle Miller

BG committed six errors in
that game, two by Askins, and in
the series had 12 errors. Wolf
pitched the entire game, giving
up 13 hits but only one run. Five
out of the six runs that CMU
scored were unearned.
Kathy Holland carried the
lumber going 3-for-5 and scoring

The Knlcks (S2-22), missed a
chance at ctecttag the Atlantic Division title, but are
already In the playoffs. The
Nets (40-35) took a major step
toward nailing down a spot
with the victory, which moved
them Into a tie with Miami for
the sixth-best record in the
Eastern Conference, a halfgame ahead of Indiana (39-35).
Charlotte (35-39) Is the other

Osterland returned to her Friday form to baffling the Falcons
for seven innings. She allowed
Just one run on seven hits. In the
series she was 2-1 striking out 12
in 15.2 innings and giving up just
three runs.
Coach Miller found positives in
the setbacks.
"We never did give up. We
have to start playing in the first
inning instead of the fifth or
sixth," Miller said.

team in contention for the final
berth.
Seattle 111, Phoenix 108
SEATTLE - The Seattle
SuperSonica - getting a
season-high 29 points from
Kendall GUI - clinched the
Pacific Division title with a
franchise-record 57th victory
by rallying to beat the Phoenix
Suns 111-108 Sunday.
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Cowboys want Kosar;
he wants playing time
The Associated Press

APplMMfflll

Berate Kour, .bow. here in an earlier photo, U currently looking for a team. The Dallai Cowboys arc
reportedly Interested la Koaar aa a backup for itarter Troy A! km an.

CLEVELAND - Berole Koaar
has a standing offer to return as
the Dallas Cowboys' backup
quarterback. But he's hoping to
Join a team that will give him
some more playing time.
Kosar has been a free agent
since his contract with the Cowboys expired at the end of the
season. The sudden resignation
of Jimmy Johnson as coach has
not changed the team's plans for
Kosar, the former Cleveland
Browns quarterback said.
Johnson's decision to quit surprised Kosar, a 30-year-old Fort
Lauderdale, Fla, resident
"I anticipated something happening, but not like that," Kosar
told The Plain Dealer of Cleveland for a story published Sunday.
Kosar has spoken with Miami
coach Don Shula, Kansas City

coach Marty Schattenheimer and
Washington coach Norv Turner
about a quajterbacHng job.
"I'm at piece with what's happening, the way things materialized for me," Koaar said. "I'm
as convinced as ever that I'm going to go someplace I like and
will have fun playing. I really
want to play at a place that will
be fun."
All three teams are struggling
to make room for an experienced
quarterback under the NFL's
salary cap of $34-2 million per
club. Shula needs a veteran passer the most.
Dolphins starter Dan Marino,
already recovering from Achilles' tendon surgery, went under
the knife again last week to have
bone chips removed from his ankle.
Shula has only one healthy
quarterback, second-year player
Doug Pederson, under contract

with the team's mlnlcamp just a
month away.
At last month's league owners
meeting in Orlando, Fla., Shula
was noncommittal about possibly
signing Kosar.
"He's a guy we've always had
Interest In," Shula said. "We
were Interested in him when Dan
went down (last season)."
"My house Is IS minutes away
from them. I really like them and
they really like me," Koaar said.
Kosar said he will return to
Cleveland In June to preside over
his annual charity golf tournament at Tanglewood Country
Club. After he retires from pro
football, he plans to make his
home in the Cleveland area.
"I really love It there. That's
where I want to raise my kids,"
he said.

Billups dies in Pippen rises from shadows
auto accident
by Rick Gano
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

at about 100 mph when the accident occured. Also killed was
Danny P. Green of Kissimmee, a
passenger In the Corvette.
A car In front of Billups' Corvette changed lanes to exit the
highway.
The driver of that car, 20-yearold Marisol Soto of Orlando,
stopped to tell police about the
crash. She will face no charges.
The two passengers died after
they were thrown from the Corvette, which hit a signpost and
then a guardrail that impaled the
car, Stacey said.

ORLANDO, Fla. - Former Cincinnati Bengals defensive back
Lewis Billups died early Saturday when the car he was driving
on Interstate 4 spun out of control and hit a guardrail, police
said.
Billups, 30,
died at Orlando
Regional Medical Center
after being
thrown from
his convertible
in the 1 a.m.
Billups, who lived In Orlando,
accident, said
was drafted by the Bengals In
Lt JackStacey
1985 out of North Alabama and
of the Orlando
Billups
he played for Cincinnati until
Police Depart1991. He also played briefly for
. ment
Police said Billups was driving the Green Bay Packers.

CHICAGO - The long shadow of Michael Jordan is gone.
Soottie Pippen no longer is the
second-best player on a team
that has won three straight
NBA championships.
His skills, always evident,
have blossomed, and the burd e n
of
leadership on
the Chicago
Bulls that
was Jordan's
for so long is j
now Pip
pen's.
Pippen has I
readily accepted the|
role. But he's
Pippen
also learned, sometimes pain-

m

fully, that leadership goes
beyond the basketball court.
"It's been tough," said Pippen, who has led the Bulls back
Into the playoffs this season.
"But having teammates and
guys you can count on has
helped me through the tough
adjustment. But as for being a
team leader, everything does
not come easy. You've got to be
patient at best."
Leadership has meant more
than taking the big shot at the
end of the game, beyond directing his teammates, bringing
the ball up, jawing with opponents or referees or facing the
media.
It also has meant living in a
spotlight that hasn't always
highlighted his best side.
In January, he was arrested
for having a loaded handgun In
his car. He apologized but said

as a visible sports star, he
needed to protect himself In
the light of recent attacks on
athletes.
In February, during a Bulls
slump, a frustrated Pippen was
booed by Chicago Stadium fans
during a disappointing loss and
performance. Pippen berated
the fans, claiming they only
booed black players, but later
apologized.
There also was a reported
rift with rookie teammate Ton!
Kukoc, the Croatian star.
"I don't know who started
that we weren't getting along,"
Pippen said. "If you didn't hear
me say anything or Tonl say
anything, then you know lt was
a rumor. But, if I've got something to say about a player that
I think will help him or encourage him, I'll speak out"
Pippen's peers in the NBA

say they see a big difference
this season.
"He's much more confident
than he was in the past, much
more assertive and vocal," Detroit's Isiah Thomas said. "He
has a difficult task now to try
to motivate the team, management and the city In trying to
win another championship."
It's not as bad as it could
have been but there has been a
lot of controversy for me,"
Pippen said. "I've been able to
handle it, deal with it, and I
don't think I've carried anything on to the court to allow
my playing to disrupt me.
"I don't think it's a big obstacle. I think the guys respect
me. I think it's a matter of
stepping In and showing it."
Pippen's talents were most
evident In the NBA All-Star
game.

Introducing the fastest ways
to get through college.

Power Maanloslt"'6100/60 &250,
mlemalAppleCD"' 300tHus CD-ROM Drive, Madntxlf
Color Otjkf, Affle" ExtendedKeyboardBandmouse.

Power Madmostm 7100/668/250,
internal wkCD" jOOi PlusCD-ROMDrive, MacadosV
Color Otplay, Apple" EdendedKeyboard Bandmom.

Speed. Power. And more speed. Thats what the new Power Macintosh" is all about. Its a
like statistical analysis, multimedia, 3-D modeling and much more. So, what are you
Macintosh* with PowerPC" technology. Which makes it an
waiting for? Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more inThe new Power M.icintosh from Apple
incredibly fast personal computer. And the possibilities are
formation and see for yourself. Now
endless. Because now you'll have the power you need for high-performance applications
that Power Macintosh is here, college may never be the same.

Applet.

You can pick up a price list inside the door, first floor Hayes Hall
then call 372-7724 for a sales appointment.
"Price does not include sales tax, shipping or handling fee
a^n»aa>osj fr,s»*iewi»»i*anXa>aM>a»a*jana#«» npalsa>nn»af4nlra»sms»a>wan'aa»insaa>at>
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Tribe brass
insists black
worker wrong
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Lawyers for
the Cleveland Indians deny that a
former account executive who is
suing the team was fired because
he is black.
Devore Whitt, 38, of Cleveland,
a five-year Indians employee,
filed a lawsuit in late March. He
claimed the team discriminated
against him because of race.
Whitt asked for his old job,
back pay and unspecified damages. He estimated he missed out
on $100,000 in sales commissions
since his firing in July.
According to court documents,
corporate groups complained
about Whitt. Team lawyers also
said his sales figures were low,
and he exhibited laziness and
little initiative or vigor for his
Job.
"We have conducted a complete and thorough investigation
of the matter," said lawyer Marc
Duvin, counsel for the Indians.
"We are professionally and personally confident that the Cleveland Indians organization acted

both legally and morally correct
in their treatment of Mr. Whitt."
Jeff Overton, the Indians' vice
president for marketing, who
fired Whitt, could not be reached
to comment. He did not return a
telephone message left Saturday
at the Indians' office.
"I'm not saying I was the
greatest employee; I screwed
up," Whitt said. "But I didn't do
anything more than anyone else
in the office. In my case, the supervisor would blow what I did
all out of proportion."
Whitt was a jack-of-all-trades
for the team, peddling season
ticket packages, catering to
group gatherings and speaking at
public forums. He even sang the
National Anthem at a 1992 game
against the Minnesota Twins.
The Indians, which fielded the
first black player in the American League and the first black
manager in baseball, came under
criticism in 1992 for employing
only five blacks among 66 employees in the front office. Whitt
said he was the only black among
eight people on the sales force.
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Royals dump Tribe 6-1
Royals 6, Indians 1
KANSAS CITY -- Dennis
Martinez hit Greg Gagne with
a bases-loaded pitch in the
sixth inning, forcing in the goahead run as the Kansas City
Royals beat the Cleveland Indians 6-1 Sunday.
Chris Haney (1-0) allowed
one run and three hits in six innings as Kansas City avoided
becoming the last major league
team to win a game for the
third straight year. Vince
Coleman had three hits for the
Royals, including a leadoff triple In the first.
Cleveland was bidding for its
first 4-0 start since the Indians
were 10-0 in 1966. Martinez
'0-1), making his first appearance against the Royals since
July 21, 1985, gave up four
runs and seven hits in six innings. He struck out six and
walked three.
Haney retired 15 straight before Manny Ramirez's sixthinning homer tied the score 1-1.
Brian McRae singled leading
off the sixth, stole second and
took third on Bob Hamelln's
grounder. Gary Gaetti walked,
Kevin Koslofski was walked intentionally, loading the bases,
and Gagne was hit in the left
shoulder.
Jose Lind followed with a
two-run single to shallow
center for a 4-1 lead. Pinchhitter Hubie Brooks added a
two-run single in the seventh
off Russ Swan.
Brent Mayne's RBI double
had put Kansas City ahead in
the third.
Rangers 8, Orioles 7
BALTIMORE ~ Jose Canseco
ended a l-for-14 slump with
three hits, including a homer,
and Ivan Rodriguez homered
and had three RBIs Sunday as

the Texas Rangers beat the
Baltimore Orioles 8-7.
Canseco had a perfect day at
the plate, reaching five times
and scoring three runs.
Baltimore's Rafael Palmeiro
had a homer and three RBIs
against his former teammates.
Rookie Jeffrey Hammonds
also homered for the Orioles.
James Hurst (1-0) pitched
two innings after starter Rick
Helling, making his major
league debut, gave up four
runs in four innings. Tom
Henke, the fifth Texas pitcher,
pitched a perfect ninth for his
second save.
Texas broke a 3-3 tie with
three in the third. Canseco hit a
two-out single, stole second
and scored on a single by Dean
Palmer. Rodriguez followed
with his second homer of the
season.
Hammonds' solo homer
made It 6-4 in the fourth, but
the Rangers scored twice in the
fifth. Baltimore closed to 8-7 in
the seventh.
Texas took a 3-0 lead In the
first of Arthur Rhodes (0-1) on
consecutive sacrifice flies by
Clark and Juan Gonzalez, and
Canseco's homer.
Tigers 8, Yankees 3
NEW YORK - Cecil Fielder
snapped out of a 2-l'or-23 slump
with a pair of home runs, and
Lou Whitaker drove In his
1,000th career run Sunday as
the Detroit Tigers beat the
New York Yankees 8-3.
Fielder tied the score 2-2
with a one-out homer in the
sixth After the Tigers moved
ahead, he hit a two-run homer
in the ninth.
Limited to just two hits
through the first six Innings by
Melido Perez, Detroit rallied
for three runs in the seventh
against Sterling Hitchcock

(0-1) and Jeff Reardon.
Kirk Gibson walked, Alan
Trammel! sacrificed, pinchhitter Juan Samuel walked and
Tony Phillips singled for a 3-2
lead Whitaker followed with a
sacrifice fly for his 1,000th
RBI, and Eric Davis' RBI
single off Reardon made it 5-2.
David Wells (1-1) allowed
three runs and seven hits in
seven innings, struck out six
and walked none.
Blue Jays 12, Mariners 6

TORONTO - Joe Carter,
completing a big first week, hit
a three-run homer and drove in
five runs Sunday, leading the
Toronto Blue Jays to a 12-6
rout of Randy Johnson and the
Seattle Mariners.
Carter, the hero of last year's
World Series with his championship-winning home run off
Philadelphia's Mitch Williams,
has four homers and 12 RBIs.
He homered Sunday in the first
inning, then added a sacrifice
fly in the second and an RBI
single in the third. He left In
the sixth inning after bruising
his left knee.
Johnson (0-1), who threw
seven no-hit innings in Seattle's season opener before tiring, was tagged for a career
high and club record 11 runs.
Johnson, who had won eight
consecutive decisions, gave up
eight hits in 2 1-3 innings and
walked six.
Dave Stewart (2-0) allowed
four runs and eight hits in seven Innings. He is 19-5 against
Seattle.
Angels 4, Brewers 1
MILWAUKEE -- Rookie
Brian Anderson won his first
major-league decision, and
Dwight Smith and Chad Curtis
drove in two runs each as the
California Angels defeated the

Milwaukee Brewers 4-1 Sunday.
Anderson, taken in the first
round of the June 1993 draft,
was called up from Triple-A
Vancouver on Saturday when
Mark Langston went on the
disabled list. Anderson worked
8 1-3 innings, allowed a run on
five hits, struck out three and
walked two before Joe Grahe
came on for his third save.
The Angels got an RBI single
from Curtis and an RBI double
from Smith to take a 3-0 lead
against loser Cal Eldred in the
third. Harold Reynolds, who
scored two runs, started the
rally with a single.
Eldred, who had a nodecision in the Brewers'
season-opening victory Monday, gave up seven hits while
striking out five and walking
two in seven innings plus.
Reds 7, Phillies S
CINCINNATI - Lenny Dykstra's error In center field gave
Cincinnati its go-ahead run in
the sixth Inning and let the
Reds rally for a 7-5 victory
Sunday and a three-game
sweep of the Philadelphia Phillies.
Philadelphia hadn't been
swept In 57 series since September 1992, Dykstra got a late
jump on Bret Boone's sinking
single, then let the ball bounce
past as Roberto Kelly scored
from first for a 6-5 Cincinnati
lead. Kelly's single off loser
Jeff Juden had tied the game.
Kelly's double In the eighth
his third hit tied the score 5-5.
Pete Schourek, claimed off
waivers from the New York
Mets on Thursday, got the victory In his first appearance for
the Reds by pitching one inning
in relief of starter Erik Hanson. Chuck McElroy pitched
three Innings for his first save.

AP phstaAMia Wagaer

Kansas City Royals second baseman Chlco Llnd cannot get a glove on
the ball as Cleveland's Wayne Klrby slides safely Into third base.
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McDonald's®39 th Anniversary
ATTENTION ALL SENIORS!!!!!!!
The University Ambassador* and the Undergraduate Alumni
Association invite yen to follow these • easy steps and
become a doorprlse winner at thia year's Senior Send-off
1. Watch the BG News for BGSU trivia throughout this week.
2. Search high and low for the answer, then circle the correct one.
3. Guard your answers with your life. Do not share with roommates,
friends or your pet goldfish.
4. Carry the answers with you wherever you go, especially on
April 14th. (This marks the day when trivia robbers are on the
prowl.)
5. Bring your answers, concealed in an envelope with your name on It,
to the Senior Send-Off celebration.
6. Drop the envelope in the Magician's Hat and wait for the 'Magic
Moment* when your name is announced as a winner.
•fYbu must have all 4 trivia questions answered correctly.)

To Celebrate McDonald's® 39th Anniverary,
we will be offering to you,
39tf Hamburgers April 11-15
East Wooster McDonalds,*

TRIVIA QUESTION #1
From the air, which building on campus is supposedly shaped
like a falcon?
A Student Recreation Center
O
B. Doyt L. Perry Stadium
;
C\
C. Moore Musical Arts Center
r
D. McDonald Complex
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Will do typing
8i.»paoe
Call Vi«i 352-3356

CAMPUS EVENTS

SKI 4 WORK M COLORADO NEXT WINTERM
Craaiad Buna Mountain Raaort will ba on campus to intuviaw intaranad atudanta tor our
studeni amployas program. SSOO acnolarahip,
iSmour. a traa unilmltad tki paaa. housing.
and much moral A variety of positions are
available For more sitormatlon. please attand
our informational presentation hold at 7:30 pm
on Tuesday. April 12th in Room 102 Business
AdrrWniatraDon or contact our aponaor al Via
S udenl Coop QfcaaWa era anE.O-E.

PERSONALS
ITUDCNTSI
TuMon going up?
Sudani MW on being cut?
Colegs debt growing?
Make your vo.es Heard al
STUOErfT LOBBY DAY IM
WEONCSDAY, APRIL 1S, 1N4
OHIO STATEHOUSS IN COLUMBUS
Contact USG •■ 372-8118
tor mom informabon.

•FALL SOHOHI7Y HUSH 1994 •
Information Night
Come Ind out what it's all about
Wed rissdsy.April 13th 8:15prn
LanhartGrand Ballroom (Union)
Important Information • Don t Mss Out
Walcoma Back to the Tradition
Ruah 94 • Ruah 94 • Ruth 94

•O.3.E.A. REMINDER'
Al Sponaor sheets tor the Bowl-A-Thon ara
due April IS. Turn them in al 410 Ed Bldg
Cornoiotitiefun.
Catholicism and Evangelical Fundamentalism
Understanding Differences Five part series
Part 2: Being "Bom again" - The plan of salvation m both views Emphasis given on (he Biblical roots of Catholic babel and practice. April
11. St Aloysiul School Assembly Room.
730-8 30 pm
Gating started on the MAC seminar open to al
students on Wad. Aprs 13th in Technology lab
from 9am to noon. This session presents tie
word processing software package. Microsoft
Works, including a primer on the Macintosh
Daaldop a using lie mouse — hands on.
Please call 2911toregister for this seminar.

You may qualify for $3000 toward achooi.
Ask about our offioar Education Program.
372-2178

WANTED

• FREE PIZZA • FREE PIZZA ■
Give Blood April 11 -15 al Ola
Nothaast Commons. Papa Johns
Pizza will betherel Can
ID make an appointment at 352-4S7S
or stop in between 1030-4:30
Give the gift of life. GIVE B LOCO

1 female aubteaear tor summer in nice house.
Incredible location, very inexpensive Call
353-1203 tor Laurie or leave massage.
1 roommale needed tor summer. Non-smoker,
own room, free cable; 578 - 7/15; Rent • Let's
makeadeallPaui«?352»l50.

FISHING FOR PENNIESI
FISHING FOR PENNIESI
FISHING FOR PENNIESI
GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALSII APPLICATONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD FOR
FALL 1994 UNTl APRl 13 IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE. PCK UP APPLICATION IN
130FIEIDHOUSE
GREEKS A CLUBS
EARN
150 ■ 1280' FOR YOURSELF
plus up to SSOO tor your dubl
This fundraieor costs nolhirtg and lasts
one week. Cal now and receive a free gift.
1-800-932-0S28.Elt.65.

Graduate Program: Master ol HoepHal
and Health Administration
A repmentatlve from Xavler University
Oraduata Program Master of Hospital and
Health Administration will be holding an Informal session In Hm. 3000 In the Business
AdimnUnstlon Bldg. on Thursday April
14th at 8 pm. Health Care Is a challenging
held that you cousd ba part of. Sea you
tharel

CREEKS - GREEKS - GREEKS
SPRING AWARDS BANQUET
IS TONIGHT!
MONDAY, APRIL 11.1984,7:30 PM
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM
GREEKS - GREEKS - GREEKS

Female subteaser needed for summer. May p August. Own morn/bathroom. SlSO/mo.
353-1211.

THE CLOTHESLINE PROJECT
Mem on a) to victims A survivors of
Domestic Valence
Friday, April 18th, 8 pm In the Union Oval
Founder Rachel Carey-Harper will speak
Sponsored by:
Women for Women

INTRAMURAL FALL PRACTCUMS: APPUCATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR
PRACTCUMS (SMD AND RECREATION
MAJORS) FOR FALL SEMESTER 1994. PICK
UP APPLICATION IN 130 FIELD HOUSE AND
RETURN BY APRIL 14.1994.

M-F roommale wanted tor 94-95 son. yr.
Own room, doss to campus, low rent.
Call Lon 372-5579

UNIVERSITY RED CROSS
B.G.S.U. BIOODMOBILE
April 11-15 (Mon. - Fri.) 10:30 am to 430 pm NECemmona
(nest to Rodgers A campus poi.ee)
Please Give the Gift of Lilel
Please. Give Blood

JOEL EDWARD PRUDEN CHARITY BALL
April 20. 7-11 pm
«12/person or S 20/coup. e
Lanhan Grand Ballroom
tickets sold 4/11 - 4/15Educ. Bldg.
4/i8-4/22Unen
Proceeds donated to Precious Boy Fund
in honor ol Joels bone marrow nan splant

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!!
1894 Recreational Sports Biathlon
Saturday. Apnl 16.1994
Sign up in the Studeni Rec Center
Mam Office by Apnl 14
All volunteers receive a free
Biathlon l-ahirt
For more information call 372-7482

Female sublease/ wanted. Non-smoker from
Fal -94 to Fall 95 Own room, furnished.
S21S/mo. «oktctnc. Call Shannon al 2-1910.

Need 2 sublessors tor the summer. Fox Run
Apt* Spacious v washer/dryer insida. Call
Laura or Lara at 352-6059.
NEEDED - 2-4 summer sublessors 2 blocks
from campus. Arc, ohaaprent. Call 352-2540
One or Two female sublessors for summer *94.
Across from campus. S150 par month Cal
353-2223. (Ask lor Kristin).
Please Help"
Summer Sub. Needed
House, own room A ful bath
M/FCsll 353-4503

LAW SOCIETY
Laal mealing ol the year
Senior Recognition A speaker: Sue Young

Responsible, trustworthy, non-smo* ng tomale
roommate to share 1 bedroom apt for Fal 94 A
Spring 95. Half ol phone 8 electric. Shuttle to
campus. Cal Debbie at 353-3428.

Tuesday s> 9:00 pm in room 100 BA

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
Research Study on Dietary
Habits ol Cot toga Women
FREE nutn&onal analysis and
I ipid profile

0*11372-0499
WIN 11,000 IN POETRY CONTEST FOR
RULES. GUIDELINES: SEND SELFADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE TO:
POETRY CONTEST; P.O. BOX 435; WARSAW, M48581.

SAE NEWSFLASH
Three weeks ago. Paddy Q. Murphy was arrested in Dubi'n Ireland during a raid on a
counterfeit ticket-making operation. On
Wednesday. April 6m. Murphy escaped from
his eel and is believed to be on his way into lie
United Slates via Windsor Ontario. Beiore fleeing Dublin, officials overheard Murphy talking
about his Sigma Alpha EpsUon Brothers in
Orao. Due to Die overabundance of take identification in Bowing Green, police believe Paddy O. Murphy will be making his way kilo tie
Wood County area soon.
Stay tuned tor further detaila...
SAE NEWSFLASH

PREGNANT?
Wa can help. FREE A CONFIDENTIAL pregnancy tests, support A information BG Pregnancy Center. Cal 354-HOPE.

The Train Jumping Jazz Quartet
led by Eric Nachtrab wil ba performing
tor your dining A listening pleasure
tonight LIVE in Founders Keepers dining
ha l from 5:00-6:00. Come A show your
support' Sponsored by UAO.

CHARLESTOWN APTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING •
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning
641 Third St Apt 4, B.G.
Resident Manager 352-4380

Roommale warned for 94-95. MrF. dose to
campus, moody furnished. Reasonable rent.
Call Joe 9353-4014.
Sublease/ needed Irom June-Aug.
Own room in house across from campus.
Call 353-2131
SUB LEASERS WANTED - 2 bedroom, untur"
nished 5713 - 878. 724 S. College #32. Call
352-4801.

HELPWANTED
250

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

COUNSELORS > INSTRUCTORS
neededl
Private coed summer camp in Pocono Marts..
NE Pennsylvania. Lohtksn, Boi 234BG.
Kenitworth. NJ. 07033 (906) 276 0998

AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. EARN BIG
SSS A TRAVEL THE WORLD FREEI CARIBBEAN, EUROPE. ETC. SUMMER/PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
GUARANTEED SUCCESSI CALL (919)
929-4398 EXT. C78
Alaska fisheries summer employment. Earn up
to S15.000 this summer In cannenes. processors
ale. Male or female.
Room/bosra7traval after provided! Guarantoed SucosssI (819)929-4396 ast. A78
EARN CASH M CLASS and ba part ol a new
and eacrong business Fresh. Soph on the
Deans List needed. Into. mig. Tues. and Wed.
4726.4/27 from 730 to 8:30 pm In BA 103.1
unable lo attend call Jeff al 353-3109

Chech out

9tiscellany Mag
Today!:?
Here are some of the stories you can
find in this issue:
• How to moke GREEN offer graduation
• Interracial doting
• United colors of Dennetton
• The Blues

Pickup your Miscellany at
resilience halls, classroom buildings &
offices, doctor/dentist offices, beauty salons,
banks, super mitts, or dept stores

I.

Wait person needed. Must be able to work
lunch. Apply In parson, BG Country Club, 923
FairvktwAva.
Wait Stal. Delivery, Counter Person 15 min.
Irom campus. Ful or pan time, flexible schedule. Apply st Chins Delia exit 193. Rt. 20. Perryiburg across from Holiday Inn French OUSTtor. 672-2414.
WsitpersorvCook needed Memorial Day
through Labor Day al Kelley's Island Island
Cafe. Call Psiti st 1 -626-5117.

Bartenders A waitrsssss needed immediately.
Will tram. Must be dependable. Apply in person
MGAmers.893S.Msin.

FOR SALE

Child Cars Provider
needed Immediately
Mon-Fn.730am-5:00pm
Our non-smoking home,
Children are 11 4 2 1/2
References 8 transportation required
Call 646-5038 evenings

1980 Audi 4000. Call 58 50211. Ask for Tim
or Linda. Engine rebuilt, new tires,
battery, Alt.. A more
1982 Toyota Supra. Automatic, good condition.
Sunroof, runs great. 82950. Cal 354-7202.

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
Summer Job: Exterior Houss painbng
Toledo Area. Cal 361-0833 for application.

in

COUNSELORS-INSTRUCTORS neededl 100
poaltlonat Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mis.
PA. Good sa lary/I I pa I (908) 889-3338.
CRUISE LNE - entry level on board posiiions
available summer, year round. Great benefits.
free naval. (813) 229-5478.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
- Earn up to 82,000 ptus/month
on Cruiss Ships or Land-Tour companies.
Summer A Full -Time employment available.
No experience necessary
For into, cal 1 206-634-0466 en. C5544.

IMMEDIATE HELP
10-30 hours/week, flexible schedule.
S9 starting pay. No siperience necessary.
Apply soon. Cal 259-1117.

Life guards wanted. Seasonal work available at
Portage Quarry Rec Club. Must have current
Red Cross certification card A CPR. Apply in
parson at T Square Graphics 121 S Main.
BG. Accepting app's through Friday Apr! 22
only.
Looking tor a job? Earn 85000 lo $8000 working on Putin Bay Cal for da-Is A application.
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday from 1 pm to 9
pm. 600425-5943.
Management Position. MT Muggs.
Must be a responsible, hard-wortung person Drop off resumes at Quarter's Parry Store
10am-1 pm, Monday-Friday.
Non-smoking babysitter needed tor the summer in our home starting June 6th. 2-3 days per
week for 5 yr old . 2 1/2 yr. old Cal
353-1135. leave message.
Sllll looking for a summer fob?
Lifeguard and Swimming Inalruetoraposittons are available at the Student Rec
reason Center. Cal Scott at 2-7477.

I
I.
f

520 L Reed
824 6tnSL
801 ft 808 5th St
309 High
•709 5th St

Mac III 8mb RAM, 105mb HD. 14' Hi-res color
monitor, lots of software w/ manuals. $1*00
rjbo Call353-3103
MAZDA RX7 GSL '85 4 Sale
Fully loaded for $2,500 Fun to Drive.
Cal Kevin 354-6772
Woman's Gucci Watch
For Sale tor $200. paid $325

Call 353-6028.

2 bdrm. houss on Ads. Available 571
8500. utl 1 yr.lease
Call3S34862(llsva moassne).
2-3 sublessors needed for 2 bedroom furnished apt Central air, pay electric only. Closelo
campus. Price nagosabto. Call 352-4686.
3 bdrm house Availabts 5/1 or 6/1
8675 . utl. 1 yr lease
Call 353*962 (leave message).
3 bedroom apartment
Available immediately
354-8600 *Wa do allow

OL.

3 bedroom house. 1 block from campus, nsar
down ram From May or August. 1 year lease
Call 354-1790.
3 bedroom house. 12 month lease
$750/mon»i . utilities. 832 3rd St.
Call 353-3993 (after 5 pm)
353-0325--Carty Rentals
Avail. 94-95 school year - fully turn.
Al units - 2 asm. • 9 py mm lease
321 E. Merry- New6bedrm.ept.2A. bttv.
3091/2 E. Merry • single rooms for males
Locations a variable for Summer.
451 Thurson Aprs 106 8 119. Effidsncies. furnished. Cell John Newlove Real Estate at
354-2260.
EfWencyUnttsAVAILABLE
tor SHORT or LONG TERM
IDEAL tor Graduate STUDENTS
Completely furnished w/ful CABLE
HBO, utl.. phone A use of pool
all ind. LOCATED NEAR CAMPUS
CALL 352 7365 or 352-1520
FOR RENT
1 8 2 bedroom apts. funvunfurn. Available for
summer, 9 mo. leases. Campus shuale. heat
included WINTHROP TERRACE3S2 8135
Furnished Apartments. Esst Evers. Leasing for
summer and fal. Utilities furnished except electric 669-3036.
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS,
800 Third St.
Now renting tor 1994-95
(12 moysch. yr.) A Summer "94
Fully turn shed 1 BR82BRUnits.
Excellent location. Reasonable rates.
Cal 3524966 or Stop by
toe building, aio
Highland Industries Inc.
1 A 2 Bed. spacious, A/C. for toe
discerning upper class 6 graduate.
Furnished A unfurnished start si $350, mo

354-6036

FOR RENT

Immediately hire, wiling to train. Floor
ors/maintenance workers, flexible hours. Col
today 1-867-1867.

AVAILABLE
RENTALS FOR
94-95
2 Bedrooms

Don't mass out I
Acooustic Responss
125 wan speakers
Hardly ever used
Call Todd© 352 2986

Zenith (IBM Clone) 266 Computer 2 3.5" loppy drives. B/W VGA Monnor. Panasonic 24
pin dot matrix printer. TONS of software1 All
manuals tod. $500 call Jeff g 353-3428.

Earn over SlOOmr.
Processing our mail at home.
For into, cal (202) 310-5956.

Summer subleaaar(a)
2 bedroom apt A/C. rent nog.
dough Sl.Csl 353-7001
Up to 4 subleasera needed for summer only.
Rent Is Si 16 a month Call 353-6515 Close to
Campus.

SERVICES OFFERED

♦

Mala roommate needed tor 2 bdrm apt. tor
94-95 school year. Own room, great rales. Cal
MkeaH*l5pmO(216) 826-2274.

Responsible, mature, non-smoking bsbysiner
needed tor 6 yr. old. 6 AM-1 PM. Transports
ton required. 354-4503

Artist needed for summer employment si Putin-Bay. Internship A housing available Great
pay A fun. Cal Island Graphics anytime (41B)
28ff37t3.

3 sublessors needed for summer
3 bedim houss 8400/psrson May 7-Aug. 11
Call 352 3650

Female roommale needed ASAP to sublease
through summer. $iso/month. AX. own
room, apartment to yourself much of 0io lima.
Please call 352-5657.

Part-time delivery psrsorvoltice help. Must
have ear. Available 10-12 hours/week during
summer. Can Todd si 354-2110.

ARTHUR VtCTOR PAINTING. INC.
Seeking motivated students intoresred m a fulltime summer position ss a prolessinsJ, residennal house painter. No experience necessary.
training provided. For further informssorvinterview please cal:
Cleveland Area: Brsdal352-2154
Cincinnati Area-Bruw, at 372-6505

1 roommale needed tor summer and/or next
school year. Own room in 3 bdrm. house, 2
1/2 blocks from campus. Call Kathy @
372-6720.

Cheap' Great Location * Furnished
2 female tubleaeers to share a room in a
house across from campus tor 1994-1995
school year. Si 70/mo plus ufiliboa.
Call 353-88150/352-3171

Painting Co. now hiring hard working, motivated students tor Ha Cleveland area. M/F
must be responsible, experience not required.
Summer Is right around the corner, call now
372-1345, ask tor Matt

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
fisheries.
Many earn S2.000 pi us/month
incsr.nenesorS3.000-S6.00O
plus/month on ashing vessels.
Many employers provide benefits.
Mo siperksnoo naosasryl
For more totormason cal:
1-208-8484188 sit. ASS44

1 A 2 bedroom apartments.
9 month - summer • year leases.

352-7454
1 bedroom apartment 1 block from campus.
June 1 ■ August t. $300/mcnth. Call 353-1220.
1 bedroom apartment for rent. Recently remodeled. close to campus Call 352 3095

May-August! or 2 person apt.
Furnished, A/C
Call 354-4312
Now leasing
1-2-3 bedroom apartments A houses
354-8800 • We do allow pals.
One bedroom apartment.
128 S. Summd tor Summer 1994.
1-287-3341

1 or 2 bdrm. turn. apt. on Prospect.
Avail 8/15. Free util 1 yr. lease
Call 353-6982 (leave message)

Single female room, private bath, cooking fsoiities. quiet residential area one mile from campus. Prefer 12 mo. lease starting in May. No
pets, no smoking SigSAno. toe. util. Cat
352-1832 or 352-7365.

2 bdrm. turn. apt. for 2 people
$450. includes tree host, wstor
gas, HBO. sewer. 354-0014.

Sublease 2 bdrm. apt. $400/mo. . utilities.
May-Aug. 8. AX. pool, volleyball court. Pets
welcome. Please call 352-2225.

MT VERNONAPTS.
602 SIXTH ST.
CURRENTLY RENTING FOR 1994-95
ALSO, SUMMER RENTALS
Spaoous. fully furnished 2-bedroom
AX, diswsshers, washer/dryer,
11/2 baths
Csl 354-0401 or Slop by Apt. 2.

SUBLET June - July: Charming, furnished
house, garage, yard, central nsighborhood.
dans 8 rent negotiable. Cal 353-8903.
Summer Storage Ursa Available
Many s.rss Why haul it home'
May 1 - Sept. 1 laass - near
campus 352 1520 Buckeye Storags.
Summer Sublease/ - Clean, AC, dishwasher
1 bdrm. apt. Cal 354-0716

STUDENT'S FACULTY AND STAFF!!
(You) can Make a difference in someone's life!
(You) possess a gift that can save lives up to four
people can live a better life by your one donation.
Please give the gift of life!
PLEASE GIVE BLOOD!
University Red Cross

J rS5.6TTM.65"T "WJO "|

I Large One Item Medium One Item
Small One Item I
For More Information
Extra Items $1 each
Extra Items75c each
Extra Items 50* each ■
or Chicago Style
*
or Chicago Style
E
wChteano Style
1
Call NEWLOVE
—/9fl
COUPON EXP4/25/94
COUPON EXP4/25/94 I COUPONEXP4/25,
Rentals
L 352-5620
A j pfeftgW* ? pfe$**
352-5166
L
3524166
ij
352-5166
352.5166
352-5166
Our Only Office I I'
FREE DELIVER YI
,„^_L
-j-^J, I FREE DELIVERY I FREE DELIVERY
M

7

IrW^i P&^** !P&« I

Applications for

•
•
•
•
•
•

fall 1994 BG News editor
Summer BG News editor
1994-95 Gavel editor
1994-95 KEY yearbook
1994-95 Miscellany editor
1994-95 Obsidian editor

are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Thursday, April 14.

